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Management summary
Banking customers are increasingly demanding more transparency of financial
possibilities, round-the-clock availability, low cost interaction channels, and online access.
These rapidly changing customer needs, combined with changing market forces rooted in new
legislation, steer financial institutions towards the implementation of robo-advisors in their
frontline financial (advisory) services. Although financial institutions see the need to
transform their frontline services to meet these new customer needs, they are not reaping the
full potential of these new ways of customer-firm interactions. Recent academic research has
vouched for more research into robo-advisors to gain new insights into the design of roboadvisors, understand customer evaluations of robo-advisors, and develop best practices that
assist financial institutions to successfully implement and use robo-advisors.
Previous research into human-robot interaction and service robots has shown that
proactivity and human intervention in service robots are key characteristics of a service robot.
By implementing appropriate levels of proactivity and human intervention in service robots or
robo-advisors, financial institutions are one step closer to realize the full potential of roboadvisory customer-firm interactions. However, disagreement on the effects of proactive
frontline service behavior in academic literature demonstrates that no conclusive and general
accepted theory has been developed yet on the effects of proactivity in both offline and online
frontline services. Additionally, recent studies have urged the academic world to conduct
more research into human intervention of robo-advisors. Most scholars in the fields of humanrobot interaction and service robots agree that humans should occasionally monitor service
robots, but no best practices have been developed yet and no extensive research is done yet on
how a human intervention should be implemented in service robots and robo-advisors. This
research is conducted to fill both gaps by answering the following research question:
“How can firms maximize positive evaluations of different types of financial services through
the design of a robo-advisor’s proactivity and human intervention?”
The theoretical framework of this research consists of three components. The first
component consists of the proactivity and human intervention of service robots and roboadvisors. The second component is a typology of financial services for differentiating types of
financial services. Two types of financial services were identified: low-involvement and highinvolvement financial services. Low-involvement financial services have low degrees of
customer involvement and little information asymmetries. High-involvement financial
services have, logically, high degrees of customer involvement and large information
asymmetries. The third component of the theoretical framework consists of e-service quality
attributes that customers use to base their satisfaction with electronic services on. These
attributes are customer perceptions of the availability, efficiency, fulfillment of needs, and
privacy of the e-service (which is in this case the robo-advisor).
It was expected that customers express different quality evaluations of robo-advisors for
both types of financial services. Proactivity was expected to be rather positively than
negatively evaluated in robo-advisors for low-involvement financial services. Human
intervention, however, was expected to be rather positively than negatively evaluated in robo3

advisors for high-involvement financial services. Moreover, mediating effects of the service
quality attributes were expected between proactivity and customer satisfaction and human
intervention and customer satisfaction.
An experimental research set-up was used with an Independent Measures survey design. A
multiple linear regression analysis was conducted to answer the research question and to
investigate the mediating effects of the service quality attributes. Two real-life robo-advisors
were built that contained different configurations of proactivity and human intervention. This
was done with real-life use cases in IBM Bluemix. One robo-advisor assisted customers with
a banking card application (low-involvement financial service) and the other robo-advisor
gave a mortgage advice (high-involvement financial service). The different configurations
contained the four possible combinations of reactive robo-advice, proactive robo-advice, no
human intervention, and human intervention. Subsequently, all four configurations were
applied on both the banking card application robo-advisor and the mortgage advice roboadvisor. Then, eight different interactions were recorded and presented to randomly selected
respondents. Each conversation was watched and assessed using a survey by a different
respondent group. In total, 199 respondents participated in the experiment.
The results of this research show that the association between proactivity and customer
satisfaction is fully and negatively mediated by the quality attributes. This implies that a
proactive robo-advisor for a low-involvement financial service leads to negative evaluations
of the quality of the robo-advisor and, consequently, to customer dissatisfaction. For the highinvolvement financial service, however, partial mediation effects were found to be positive
for availability, efficiency, and fulfillment of needs. This finding implies that a proactive
robo-advisor for a high-involvement financial service leads to positive evaluations of the
quality of the robo-advisor and, consequently, to customer satisfaction. The association
between human intervention and customer satisfaction was found to be partially mediated by
customer evaluations of the efficiency of the robot-advisor. This partial mediation effect was
found to be negative for the low-involvement financial service and positive for the highinvolvement financial service. These findings imply that for the low-involvement financial
service, a human intervention leads to customer dissatisfaction with the robo-advisor directly
and indirectly through negative evaluations of the efficiency of the robo-advisor. Moreover,
for the high-involvement financial service, a human intervention leads to customer
satisfaction with the robo-advisor directly and indirectly through positive evaluations of the
efficiency of the robo-advisor.
The first recommendation of this research is to use a reactive robo-advisor in the provision
of low-involvement financial services. Furthermore, it is recommended focus on creating
positive evaluations of the quality attributes. Secondly, it is recommended to use a proactive
robo-advisor with a human intervention for the high-involvement financial service. The
human intervention leads to positive evaluations of the efficiency of the interaction.
Therefore, it is recommended to proactively guide the customer through the interaction and
assist the customer when needed using the human intervention. Finally, it is recommended to
target customers that consider themselves technology ready and that accept having to interact
with a robo-advisor in the implementation phase.
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Robo-Advisors for Financial Services: The Effect of Proactivity
and Human Intervention on Customer Evaluations
Axel M. Haenen
Department of Industrial Engineering and Innovation Sciences, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract
Much research is conducted into the field of self-service technologies and e-services.
Where scholars agree that self-service technologies and online service channels provide
significant benefits for both firms and customers, the financial sector was always considered
conservative rather than progressive in using these new ways of service provision. However,
rapidly changing customer needs and regulations are pushing financial institutions towards
frontline innovation using online self-service technologies and service robots. In industry and
academics, such solutions are referred to as robo-advisors. Scholars in the field of robotics
agree that proactivity and human intervention are two key functionalities of robo-advisors.
However, contradictory views proactive frontline behavior and a lack of research into human
intervention hinder financial institutions to reap the full potential of robo-advisors. In
response to this gap, this research investigates how customers respond to proactivity and
human interventions in robo-advisors for different types of financial services. It was found
that customers express more positive evaluations of a robo-advisor for more contemporary
financial services if the robo-advisor is reactive and does not have a human intervention. For
more complex financial services, customers express higher levels of customer satisfaction and
more positive evaluations of the efficiency of the robo-advisor if the robo-advisor is proactive
and does contain a human intervention. These findings contribute to existing literature in three
ways. First, fully automated service provision is not desired by customers and the trade-off in
using human and using automated advice can be based on the degree of customer involvement
needed in the consumption of a financial service. Second, robo-advisors should be able to
dynamically adapt their proactivity for different types of financial services. Finally, customers
desire high levels of control over a human intervention.
Keywords: robo-advice; financial services; human-robot interaction; self-service
technology; e-services; proactivity; human intervention; functional-utilitarian quality
attributes; customer satisfaction

1. Introduction
In today’s world, technological innovations are a critical component of customer-firm
interactions (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree & Bitner, 2000). The evolution and implementation
of self-service technologies (SSTs) and electronic services (e-services) in frontline service
encounters is a new paradigm that radically changes the way firms interact with their
customers (Ding, Verma & Iqbal, 2007; De Ruyter, Wetzels & Kleijnen, 2001). Meuter et al.
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(2000) define SSTs as “technological interfaces that enable customers to produce a service
independent of direct service employee involvement” (p. 50). Furthermore, Featherman &
Pavlou (2003) define e-services as “interactive software-based information systems received
via the Internet” (p. 451). The SST and e-services paradigm is also emergent in the financial
sector, where customers increasingly demand transparency of financial possibilities, low-cost
accessibility to financial advisory services, and web-based experiences (Accenture, n.d.a.). To
meet these changing customer needs, banks are increasingly implementing expert systems in
their frontline services. Expert systems are “computers that are able to process information
and solve complex problems using both factual and judgmental information bases for decision
making” (Accenture, 2016a). Most expert systems used in customer-firm interactions are
cognitive systems, which are “systems that learn at scale, reason with purpose and interact
with humans naturally” (Kelly, 2015; p. 6). Using artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such
as machine learning and natural language processing, cognitive systems learn from
interactions with users and from experiences with the environment. Following industry
forecasts of Accenture (2016b), the usage and implementation of cognitive systems in the
banking sector is expected to grow significantly in the years to come (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Global expected growth of usage cognitive systems in banking in millions of US$ (Accenture, 2016b)

Robo-advisors for financial services are cognitive systems that are increasingly used in
contemporary and changing frontline financial (advisory) services as a response to the
changing customer needs. Baker & Dellaert (2017) define robo-advisors for financial services
as “automated financial services competing with financial advisors by claiming to offer
equally good (if not better) advice and service at a lower price” (p. 4). The rise of roboadvice started nine years ago. Betterment, an American investment service provider,
succeeded to translate the changing customer needs into a robo-advisory solution by
successfully developing and launching the first robo-advisor ever for automated portfolio
allocation (Blenman, 2017). In the subsequent years, a more sophisticated generation of roboadvisors started to emerge (FutureAdvisor, 2015). This new generation aims to fulfill the
earlier mentioned changing customer needs by offering online interfaces, personalized advice
over a customer’s financial portfolio, and new service alternatives such as combining roboadvice with traditional human advice (Accenture, n.d.b.). With this new generation of robo10

advisors, the density and competition on the robo-advisory market has increased significantly.
Figure 2 displays an overview of the leading financial service providers that have
implemented robo-advisory solutions over the last few years (Accenture, 2015).

Figure 2. Timeline of introduction of leading robo-advisors (Accenture, 2015)

Besides rapidly changing customer needs, the rise of robo-advice is stimulated by a
second driver. Regulatory changes increasingly force financial institutions towards innovation
of their frontline services using new technologies and new ways of financial service
provision. A recent example of such a regulatory change is the implementation of the revisited
Payment Services Directive (PSD2) in Europe in 2018 (Accenture, 2016c). PSD2 allows third
parties to access customers’ banking accounts and enable them to, for instance, facilitate
payments among banking accounts from different banks (Weiss, 2016). The development of
such banking platforms allows incumbents and Fintechs – “a business that aims at providing
financial services by making use of software and modern technology” (Fintech Weekly, n.d.)
– to develop new ways of service provision by offering robo-advisory services with which
customers can manage financial services across different accounts from different banks.
Until this day, robo-advisors for financial services are a trending business worldwide.
According to MyPrivateBanking (2016), the usage of robo-advisors for financial services is
expected to grow significantly in the next few years (see Figure 3). Most of the current and
future robo-advisory interactions between customers and firms in the financial sector are
facilitated by (mobile) messenger self-service chatbots (Van Eeuwen, 2017). Such self-service
robo-advisors offer significant benefits compared to traditional ways of financial service
provision. The additional value for the financial institutions is rooted in costs reductions up to
70% (Accenture, 2015; Kokkinou, 2010), increased productivity, homogeneous service
environment, better management of varying demand, and extended customer service (Curran,
Meuter & Surprenant, 2003; Kokkinou, 2010). The additional value for customers lies in an
increased flexibility, more control over the service process (Ding et al., 2007), time savings
(Kokkinou, 2010), and the avoidance of interactions with frontline service employees when
desired (Globerson & Maggard, 1991).
The current customer-firm interactions in the financial sector are not reaping the full range
of benefits as described above. Especially in the Netherlands, banks are lagging behind in
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implementing robo-advisors compared to for instance the Nordic countries, Germany, the
United Kingdom, and the United States of America (Kumok, 2016). Moreover, Baker &
Dellaert (2017) have stressed the need for more research into robo-advisors in their recent
paper. They state that only with more theoretical insights, best practices, and new regulatory
frameworks, financial institutions will be able to reap the full range of benefits of roboadvisors. This research answers to Baker & Dellaert’s (2017) call for new theoretical insights,
as will be described more elaborately in the next paragraphs.

Figure 3. Expected growth of robo-advice for financial services worldwide

This research is structured in the as follows. First, the theoretical background and literature
gaps are discussed. Then, the problem statement, research objectives, and research questions
are presented. Third, a literature review is conducted and hypotheses are drawn. Fourth, the
research design and methodology are explained. Fifth, the analytical procedure and results are
discussed. This document ends with a discussion of the results, theoretical implications,
managerial implications, limitations, and recommendations for future research.
2. Theoretical background and literature gaps
The theoretical framework of this research, which is displayed in Figure 4, consists of three
components. These components serve as building blocks for the research. The first component
is customer evaluations of (online) e-service quality. The second component is financial
services typology and characterization. The third component is literature about human-robot
interaction (HRI), where the functional configuration of the robo-advisor is introduced.
Functional configurations of service robots are defined by Lundh, Karlsson & Saffiotti (2008)
as “any way to allocate and connect functionalities among the robots” (p. 819). In this
research, the term functional configuration means a specific combination of a robo-advisor’s
HRI characteristics and the design of the robo-advisor’s HRI parameters. In paragraph 2.2.2,
the functional configuration of a robo-advisor is explained more elaborately. The current
paragraph introduces and explains the building blocks of the theoretical framework. These
building blocks are discussed in-depth in paragraph 4.
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Figure 4. Theoretical framework

2.1. E-service and self-service technology evaluations
Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Malhotra (2005) developed a multi-item scale to assess e-service
quality: the E-S-QUAL model. Falk, Hammerschmidt & Schepers (2010) used this model to
conduct a research into the service quality-satisfaction link. They found that customers
perceive and evaluate service quality based on, among others, functional-utilitarian (FU)
quality attributes. FU refers to attributes that satisfy useful needs by means of a practical
(Lantos, 2010) and instrumental (Chitturi, Raghunathan & Mahajan, 2008) function. The FU
quality attributes incorporate the dimensions of the E-S-QUAL model of Parasuraman et al.
(2005), which are availability, efficiency, fulfillment, and privacy of the e-service. These
quality attributes have a mediating effect in the determination of customer satisfaction with an
e-service. The usage of quality attributes and perceived service evaluations as mediators is in
line with the empirical models of many scholars like Moutinho & Smith (2000), Kassim &
Abdullah (2010), and Semeijn, Van Riel, Van Birgelen & Streukens (2005). The FU quality
attributes are defined by Parasuraman et al. (2005) as follows (adapted for the specific
situation of a robo-advisor):
1. Availability is the correct technical functioning of the robo-advisor;
2. Efficiency is the ease and speed of accessing and using the robo-advisor;
3. Fulfillment of needs is the extent to which the promises of the robo-advisor about the
production and delivery of the financial service delivery are fulfilled;
4. Privacy perception is the degree to which the robo-advisor is unsafe and violates
customer information.
Finally, it is important to note that Falk et al. (2010) measure privacy perception as a
positive attribute (hence, “the degree to which the robo-advisor is safe and protects customer
information”, p. 292). In this research, the construct privacy perception is used as a negative
attribute because customers increasingly express privacy concerns in contemporary customerfirm interactions (PwC, 2016).
13

2.2. Functional configuration of a robo-advisor for financial services
Service robots consist of a (set of) service offering(s) and functionalities that allow for an
interaction with a customer (Severinson-Eklundh, Green & Hüttenraug, 2003). Using
literature on financial service categorization, a set of service offerings for the robo-advisor is
identified. Then, using service robot taxonomies and HRI literature, the two key
characteristics for a robo-advisor are identified.
2.2.1. Financial services typology
Financial services involve a relationship between a professional and a customer and the
production of an outcome or consult based on a high level of specific knowledge in a
specialized field in financial services or economics (Söderberg, 2013). Ding et al. (2007) have
developed a matrix in which they categorize four types of financial services (see Figure 5). In
this research, two types of financial services are used for further analysis: low-involvement
financial services and high-involvement financial services. Low-involvement financial
services are a combination of low levels of customer involvement and credence and highinvolvement financial services are a combination of high levels of customer involvement and
credence. Their opposing nature allows for clear distinction, making them extremely useful to
draw conclusions on both sides of the financial service involvement-continuum. To clarify
both types of financial services, a banking card application can be seen as an example of lowinvolvement financial service and mortgage advice as an example of a high-involvement
financial service (Floh & Treiblmaier, 2006).

Figure 5. Categorization of financial services (Ding et al., 2007)

Customer involvement
With the rise of the service-dominant logic and servitization, firms increasingly engage in
co-creation with different parties and offer services as an addition to their products (Vargo &
Lusch, 2004; Neely, 2007). Where most research regarding co-creation and customer
involvement was conducted in new product development settings, new perspectives focused
on co-creation and customer involvement for new service development (NSD) are emerging
(Sandén, 2007). Most of these studies focus on increased benefits and service performance as
a result of customer involvement in NSD (Carbonell & Rodriguez-Escudero, 2014). Customer
involvement in NSD increases the personal relevance of a service (Floh & Treiblmaier, 2006),
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the degree of personalization of the service, customer value of service, and customer loyalty
towards the financial institution (Auh, Bell, McLeod & Shih, 2007). Moreover, Carbonell &
Rodriguez-Escudero (2014) found that customer involvement in NSD increases the firm’s
market performance and newness of the service outcome because of better use of customer
information. Additionally, Auh et al. (2007) state that especially in financial services, clear
communication between the firm and the customer is needed to achieve these increased levels
of personalization, customer value, and customer loyalty. Scholars agree achieving these
advantages requires in-depth understanding of customers and their needs and situational
adaptation (e.g. Dawling, Kerschbamer & Sutter, 2011; Kärkkäinen, Piippo & Tuominen,
2001; Lagrosen, 2001).
Credence
Credence is “a situation where an expert knows more about the quality a customer needs
than the customer him-/herself” (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006; p. 5). A credence good or
service is concerned with high levels of information asymmetries, meaning that experts have a
high influence on the needs of the customers (Wolinsky, 1994). Customers worry about
paying for a credence good or service because they are not sure about their own needs due to
a lack of knowledge or understanding (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006; Emons, 1997).
Moreover, several scholars have reported on the presence of fraudulent activities concerning
credence goods and services and the harm these activities have on customer evaluations,
perceptions, and behaviors (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006; Emons, 1997). Emons (2001)
found that the most successful firms in terms of maximizing profits, offer honest credence
goods and services.
2.2.2. A typology of human-robot interaction parameters
Robo-advisors are SSTs that use technological interfaces based on automated processes to
communicate advice to customers in an interaction (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Yanco & Drury
(2004) developed a scheme of science-based classifications (also referred to as taxonomy) for
SST service robots. They identified a set of service robot characteristics that should be
considered when designing a HRI for a service robot (see Appendix 1). More specifically,
Yanco & Drury (2004) have identified adjustable autonomy and proactivity as defining
factors of a service robot and the way the HRI is designed. When analyzing literature of
adjustable autonomy and proactivity, two gaps are identified that allow for further
investigation of both HRI taxonomy parameters.
Adjustable autonomy
Research in behavioral sciences proves that the choices made in the interaction- and
communication channels of a HRI strongly effect the decision making of customers
(Reinders, Dabholkar & Frambach, 2008). Baker & Dellaert (2017) state that robo-advisors
should have options to finish the HRI with a human advisor through a second interaction
channel (e.g. a chatbot should have the option to finish the HRI with a human advisor through
a phone call). This aspect of using a robot and a human next to each other is called adjustable
autonomy and is also referred to as human intervention. If a robot is fully autonomous, it
proactively executes its actions based on the probabilistic determination of the results of these
actions (Miura & Shirai, 2002). In other words, fully autonomous robots use probability
15

calculations to base their actions to hypothetical situations and outcomes. Scholars agree that,
even for fully autonomous service robots, humans should occasionally monitor the robot
because humans can better manage cases of unusual events and service failure (Kortenkamp,
Schreckenghost & Martin, 2002; Bruemmer, Dudenhoeffer & Marble, 2002). Such hybrid
versions of service robots and robo-advisors incorporate a human relationship layer on top of
automated processes (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Where Baker & Dellaert (2017) do mention
positive consequences of hybrid robo-advisors such as more personalized offerings for
customers, they have identified a lack of research into the human-robot combination and
trade-off in service robots in general and robo-advisors in particular.
Literature gap 1:
According to Baker & Dellaert (2017), surprisingly little research is done into hybrid roboadvisors and the consequences of using hybrid robo-advisors in frontline services.
Questions on how customers perceive a human intervention in a robo-advisor and how a
human intervention influences the customer’s evaluation and satisfaction with the HRI
remain unanswered. Furthermore, Baker & Dellaert (2017) state that there are no guidelines
or best practices yet for the design of the robot-human advice trade-off in robo-advisors.

Proactivity
According to Grant, Parker & Collins (2009), proactive service behavior is a combination
of taking charge in the HRI by taking initiative and anticipatory helping. Rioux & Penner
(2001) define anticipatory helping as “a proactive form of helping in which employees plan in
advance, offer assistance, and seek out opportunities to help others, rather than simply
responding to requests” (in Grant et al., 2009; p. 33). Where Yanco & Drury (2004) identify a
service robot’s proactivity as a key design parameter in service robot design, academic
literature does not provide a conclusive answer on the importance and effects of proactivity in
services. One academic stream states that proactive frontline behavior does not contribute to
increasing customer rates (e.g. De Jong & De Ruyter, 2004; Spiro & Weitz, 1990). Contrarily,
other scholars disagree by having found positive effects or proactive frontline behavior such
as positive customer evaluations (Wels-Lips, Van der Ven & Pieters, 1998), higher customer
satisfaction (Schrempf, Hanebeck, Schmid & Wörn, 2005; Challagalla Venkatesh & Kohlil,
2009), greater innovativeness, and a higher new product success rate (Challagalla et al.,
2009). Furthermore, Bitner, Booms & Tetreault (1990) and Kirkman & Rosen (1999) have
found positive customer evaluations for both proactive and reactive frontline behavior.
Literature gap 2:
Based on the disagreement in proactive frontline behavior literature and Baker & Dellaert’s
(2017) call for more research into the proactivity of robo-advisors, no decisive conclusions
on proactive robo-advisor design can be drawn yet. Moreover, no insights into the link
between proactive robo-advisor design and customer evaluations are developed yet.
Especially with increasing privacy concerns among customers regarding automation and
digitalization (PwC, 2016), more research into proactive robo-advice and corresponding
customer evaluations is needed before conclusions on proactivity in robo-advisors can be
drawn.
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2.3. Problem statement
Changing customer needs in financial service consumption (Accenture, n.d.a.) and
regulatory changes (Weiss, 2016) force financial institutions to innovate and use new
technologies in their frontline services (Ding et al., 2007). Financial institutions respond to
these changes by increasingly implementing robo-advisors in their frontline services
(Accenture, 2016). However, the full potential of robo-advisors has yet to be uncovered
because…:
-

-

… there is a lack of knowledge on how customers perceive the presence of human
interventions in robo-advisory and on how customers react to a human intervention in a
HRI with a robo-advisor (Baker & Dellaert, 2017);
… there is disagreement in academic literature on the consequences of proactive frontline
service behavior in both offline and online settings and therefore a lack of knowledge on
how customers react to proactive robo-advisors in HRIs (e.g. De Jong & De Ruyter,
2004; Wels-Lips et al., 1999).

2.4. Research objectives
2.4.1. Research objective 1: Theoretical relevance
The first research objective is to provide new knowledge that contributes to the literature
gaps introduced in paragraph 2.2.2. The results of this research provide theoretical insights in
how customers evaluate a human intervention in a robo-advisor and adds new knowledge to
the discussion on proactivity in frontline services. Moreover, this research provides a new
perspective in proactivity in services because it will be conducted in a SST and e-service
setting. So far, most literature on proactivity in services is written in offline service settings.
This research has the following theoretical relevance. First, new insights into the functional
configuration of human intervention and proactivity in service robots are developed. These
insights provide new and extended in-depth knowledge of HRI taxonomy in and design of
service robots. Second, customer responses to these HRI taxonomy parameters are assessed.
This is done by linking the academic fields of services, SSTs, and e-services with the
academic field of HRI. By doing so, this research is unique in its kind by providing empirical
insights into customer evaluations of different functional configurations of a service robot.
Third, this research makes a clear distinction between different types of financial services by
examining the effects between low-involvement and high-involvement financial services.
Where previous research has provided general insights and conclusions on customer
evaluations of SSTs and e-services, this research aims to create a deeper level of
understanding by distinguishing between different types of financial services.
2.4.2. Research objective 2: Practical relevance
This research is conducted in collaboration with Accenture’s Financial Services
department. Serving clients in more than 120 countries in the areas of Strategy, Consulting,
Digital, Technology, and Operations, Accenture is a leading global professional services
company (Accenture, n.d.b.). Robotics and AI are key elements in Accenture’s future value
propositions that are designed to analyze and optimize processes of clients.
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The second objective of this research is therefore to provide practical insights that
contribute to Accenture’s growth as a global player and reinforcement as a leading services
provider for financial institutions. This research has three practical objectives. First, the
results of this research must provide new insights into decision making about the functional
configurative design of service robots in general and robo-advisors for financial services
specifically. Second, the results of this research must contribute to the development of value
propositions for Accenture. In general, Accenture’s value propositions in the financial sector
are focused on automation, digitalization, and process optimization for clients. Third, the
results of this research must contribute to knowledge building for the development of a roboadvisory solution that can take over all financial services in the future.
3. Research questions
Based on the literature gaps, problem statement, and research objectives, the following
research question is developed:
“How can firms maximize positive evaluations of different types of financial services through
the design of a robo-advisor’s proactivity and human intervention?”
This research question will be answered by means of the following sub-questions:
1. What is the effect of a robo-advisor’s functional configuration of proactivity and
human intervention on customer satisfaction?
2. How do the functional-utilitarian quality attributes mediate the association of a roboadvisor’s proactivity and human intervention with customer satisfaction?
3. How do customer satisfaction and evaluations of a robo-advisor functional-utilitarian
quality attributes differ per type of financial service?
The first sub-question will be answered by examining and hypothesizing the underlying
mechanisms of proactivity and human intervention that lead to customer satisfaction using
services literature. Then, the hypothesized effects will be tested in a multiple linear regression
analysis. The second sub-question will be answered by examining and hypothesizing the
underlying mechanisms that lead to customer satisfaction through mediation of the FU quality
attributes of Falk et al.’s (2010). The mediation effects will be quantitatively tested using a
multiple linear regression analysis. Finally, the third sub-question will be answered by using a
moderator based on Ding et al.’s (2010) typology of financial service. A moderator
representing the distinction between a low-involvement and a high-involvement financial
service will be added to the model of the multiple linear regression analysis.
4. Literature review
In this section, the components of the theoretical framework, as introduced in paragraph 2,
are analyzed in-depth and the most important findings in literature are presented.
Additionally, when discussing Falk et al.’s (2010) FU quality attributes, hypotheses are
formed of the underlying mechanisms of the effects between proactivity and human
intervention and customer evaluations.
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4.1. Human-robot interaction
4.1.1. Characteristics of human-robot interaction
Goodrich & Schultz (2007) define HRI as “a field of study dedicated to understanding,
designing, and evaluating robotic systems for use by or with humans” (p. 204).
Communication between a human and a robot can happen in a variety of ways, but is mostly
influenced by the physical places of the robot and the human and the role of the human in the
interaction. In academic literature, there is an ongoing debate on what the role of humans in
the HRI should be and how service robots should be designed and function accordingly.
Rogers & Albritton (1995) state that HRIs generally have three characteristics that determine
the role of humans. These characteristics are flexibility, customer control, and social pressure.
Successful HRIs generally incorporate high levels of flexibility and customer control and low
levels of social pressure, creating additional customer value compared to HRIs with deviant
degrees of these characteristics (Doering, Poeschl, Gross, Bley, Martin & Boehme, 2015).
Moreover, according to Wells et al. (1999), firms aim to increase customer satisfaction with a
HRI by establishing effective and personalized communication and customer interactivity.
Where the first generations of robo-advisors did not incorporate personalization and
interactivity, the new generation of robo-advisors is recommended to do incorporate
personalization and interactivity. This can be done by incorporating the option of an
intervention by a human advisor and by proactive offering of personalized options to
customers (Baker & Dellaert, 2017).
4.1.2. Adjustable autonomy and human intervention
Different customer preferences on how they want to consume their services is a major
challenge in the design and configuration of service robots in general and robo-advisors
specifically (Doering et al., 2015; Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Meta-studies in the fields of
robotics and AI for service robot functionalities tried to find an answer to this challenge by
developing different taxonomies for HRI in service settings (Yanco & Drury, 2004; Goodrich
& Schultz, 2007). Moreover, good HRI taxonomies in service settings should be human-like,
intuitive, and incorporate the ability to satisfy the needs of different customer target groups
(Doering et al., 2015). However, creating personalized and human-like interactions for
different customer target groups is also seen as one of the key challenges in HRI (Schrempf et
al., 2005). Robo-advisors for financial services aim to tackle this challenge by creating and
capturing additional customer value (Auh et al., 2007). This can be done by adopting a usercentered perspective, which generally means that robo-advisors are focused on taskfulfillment in a user-friendly way (Doering et al., 2015; Baker & Dellaert, 2017).
According to Yanco & Drury (2004) and Goodrich & Schultz (2007), adjustable autonomy
is a defining factor in the design of service robots because it can increase customer
interactivity while enhancing human-like and personalized communication. Robots are
adjustable autonomous when they can “dynamically adjust their own level of autonomy based
on the situation and transfer decision making control to other entities” (Scerri, Pynadath &
Tambe, 2002; p. 171). In other words, adjustable autonomous robots can escalate the HRI
towards a live human advisor who takes over the task of the robot and the interaction with the
customer. Service robots can range in their adjustable autonomy from being fully autonomous
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to being fully controlled by a person, which usually is a trade-off that must be managed and
thought upon in service robot design (Huang, Messina & Albus, 2003). As stated in paragraph
2.2.2, scholars in the field of HRI and adjustable autonomy agree that, even for robots that are
said to be fully autonomous, humans should occasionally monitor the robot because they can
better manage cases of unusual events and solve service failures (Kortenkamp et al., 2002;
Bruemmer et al., 2002). Moreover, the implementation of hybrid robo-advisors in frontline
services can lead to significant benefits. Baker & Dellaert (2017) state that hybrid roboadvisors allow firms to better develop personalized services and HRIs for individual
customers. Such services and HRIs can leverage significant opportunities to take advantage of
customers in terms of increasing transactions and sales (Lee, 2005; Wells, Fuerst &
Choobineh, 1999), increasing customer value of the encounter’s result (Auh et al., 2007;
Doering et al., 2015), customer loyalty (Auh et al., 2007), and customer satisfaction (Wells et
al., 1999). Finally, hybrid robo-advisors also provide benefits from a cognitive point of view.
Forcing customers to use a single service channel has negative effects on the attitudes towards
the service provider, resulting in avoidance behavior of customers (Reinders et al., 2008).
Customers develop more positive attitudes towards the service provider if they can choose
between two interaction channels instead of being forced to one. According to Baker &
Dellaert (2017), the possibility to human intervention and a second interaction channel is
neglected in the current task-fulfillment and user-centered perspective of robo-advisors.
4.1.3. Proactivity in robo-advisors and proactive advice systems
Attempting to provide a new perspective in the field of HRI with service robots,
Tennenhouse (2000) introduced the concept of proactive computing systems. He states that
proactive computing systems allow robots to adopt a different perspective in their interactions
with humans. Until then, humans were appointed a proactive interaction role with the robot.
In proactive systems, sensors, computers, and robots monitor a person’s surroundings and act
upon this information (Accenture, 2016a). An example of an AI technique used in proactive
computing systems is computer vision with sensor processing. Computer vision can be
defined as “qualifying and quantifying characteristics of a sensor input, objects, behaviors,
and expected behaviors” (Accenture, 2016a; p. 2). Robo-advisors allow for reinvention of
proactive computing systems by using a banking customer’s personal data and behavioral
information to initiate a HRI with the goal to offer a tailor-made advice for a specific financial
service without the customer proactively asking for it and consciously being aware of it
(Becker & Webbe, 2008). Proactive systems allow service robots to adopt the role of initiator
in the HRI, which is traditionally the role of the human in the interaction (Rogers & Albritton,
1995). Proactivity in service robots can be defined as “a robot’s intention recognition that
determines the human user’s intentions and that results in execution of the appropriate
actions based on these intentions” (Schrempf et al., 2005; p. 555). Following Grant et al.
(2009), service robots execute proactivity by taking the initiative in the HRI and offering
anticipatory helping to customers.
Proactive frontline service behavior
In academic literature on proactive frontline behavior, two streams are identified that
present different conclusions on the effects of proactivity in services. The first stream of
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scholars agrees that proactive frontline contact with customers positively affects customer
experiences and evaluations of the service. For instance, Wels-Lips et al. (1998) state that
55% of all positive customer experiences of services are a result of proactive actions in
frontline services of service firms. Furthermore, Schrempf et al. (2005) state that proactive
service robots better leverage advantages of SSTs and create higher levels of customer
satisfaction than traditional service robots. They state that proactive systems can play a major
role in meeting the changing customer needs by changing the human role in the interaction
with a service provider that uses a service robot. Williams, Rice & Rogers (1988) define the
concept of interactivity as “the degree to which participants in a communication process have
control over, and can exchange roles, in their mutual discourse” (p. 169). In proactive
frontline behavior, the interactivity will be managed by the service provider or service robot.
But what distinguishes proactive service robots from traditional service robots during a HRI?
According to Becker & Webbe (2008), proactive service robots are designed to exert control
over the HRI, anticipating the individual participant’s needs and to take appropriate actions to
meet these needs. Furthermore, proactive service robots distinguish themselves by exerting
control over the HRI and exchanging the roles in the HRI by recognizing a customer’s
intentions and executing appropriate actions based on these intentions.
Reactive frontline service behavior
Where a stream of scholars agrees on the importance of proactive frontline activities, De
Jong & De Ruyter (2004) adopt a different view. They state that proactive frontline service
design does not contribute to increasing customer rates and therefore only is successful in the
customer acquisition phase. This could be potentially harmful for a banks’ customer base.
Where banks are generally bound to a loyal customer base, customer retention rather than
customer acquisition is a major part of a bank’s strategic- and marketing activities (Lee,
2005). Additionally, Spiro & Weitz (1990) found that reactive frontline behavior leads to a
better sales performance because of situational adaptation of frontline sales employees.
Situational adaptation is, for instance, positively associated with better using customer
information to develop personalized offerings (Bettencourt & Gwinner, 1996). Moreover,
other scholars support the theory that reactive and adaptive frontline behavior leads to more
positive results. For instance, Humphfrey & Ashforth (1994) found that reactive frontline
behavior allows for better meeting varying customer requests, where Bitner et al. (1990) have
proven that better meeting varying customer requests leads to more positive customer
evaluations. As De Jong & De Rutyer (2004) conclude, previous research has vouched for
both proactive as reactive frontline behavior. Bitner et al. (1990) and Kirkman & Rosen
(1999), for instance, found positive customer evaluations for both proactive and reactive
behavior. Since there is a discussion in academic literature on customer evaluations of
proactivity in frontline services, no conclusive and general accepted theory is developed yet
on the consequences of proactivity on customer evaluations.
4.2. Quality-satisfaction link in online self-services
To realize the positive consequences of online self-services (see paragraph 1), firms should
know how their customers react to and evaluate changes in the service delivery (Campbell &
Frei, 2010). In services literature, customer satisfaction is a common measure to assess the
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evaluation and reactions of customers (Spreng, Scott, MacKenzie & Olshavsky, 1996; Oh,
1999). Following literature on customer satisfaction with (financial) services of for instance
Moutinho & Smith (2000), Kassim & Abdullah (2010), and Semeijn et al. (2005), customer
satisfaction with a (financial) service is measured through customer evaluations of the quality
of the (financial) service. Most literature on this so-called quality-satisfaction link presents
such quality evaluations as mediators on the association between the (e-)service and customer
satisfaction.
4.2.1. Customer satisfaction
With changing customer needs in the production and delivery of financial services,
financial institutions must create new ways to satisfy their customers (Ding et al., 2007;
Meuter et al., 2000). Satisfied customers are more likely to conduct repurchase behavior and
are more profitable over a longer customer lifetime cycle (Maxham & Netemeyer, 2002;
Moutinho & Smith, 2000). Additionally, dissatisfied customers are likely to conduct
avoidance behaviors and to switch towards a competitive financial service provider
(Moutinho & Smith, 2000; PwC, 2016). Academic literature reports two ways how customer
satisfaction after the consumption of an e-service or a SST can be formed. First, direct effects
between the usage experience of a service and customer satisfaction are investigated. Hood &
Walters (1985) state that customer satisfaction in the context of financial services is the direct
result of usage experiences with financial services. Olsen (2002) confirms this statement by
having found a direct association between usage experiences and customer satisfaction.
Second, other academic studies have shown that customers base their satisfaction with a
service on evaluations of the quality of the service (e.g. Anderson & Mittal, 2000; Anderson,
2006; Falk et al., 2010). This mediation mechanism is also found in quality-satisfaction
studies conducted in financial service settings. Many scholars, for instance Laroche,
Rosenblatt & Manning (1986), Moutinho & Meidan (1989), and Lawson & Watt (1983), have
found mediation effects of financial service quality evaluations of customers on the
association between a financial service and customer satisfaction. Moutinho & Smith (2000)
have used this mediation mechanism to investigate the effect of financial institutions using
SSTs on customer satisfaction. They found that SSTs in financial service provision increases
customer satisfaction because of positive customer evaluations of the ease-of-use of the
service consumption. Their conceptual model is built around partial mediation effects (further
explained in paragraph 8.1.3), meaning indirect effects of the SST on customer satisfaction
through mediating effects of customer quality evaluations and direct effects of the SST on
customer satisfaction. Next to Moutinho & Smith (2000), other scholars have hypothesized
and found partial mediation effects of customer quality evaluations on the association
between a SST and customer satisfaction (e.g. Kassim & Abdullah, 2010; Semeijn et al.,
2005; Olsen, 2002). Because previous studies have shown both direct and indirect effects
between a service and customer satisfaction, both types of associations are hypothesized in
this research.
Customer satisfaction with proactivity and human intervention in robo-advisors
To meet different customer needs of different types of customers dynamically, firms are
recommended to gain an in-depth understanding of their customers and to adapt their
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interactions to situations of individual customers (Auh et al., 2007; Dawling et al., 2011).
Several scholars, for instance Auh et al. (2007) and Carbonell & Rodriguez-Escudero (2014),
state that HRIs that require an in-depth customer understanding should incorporate higher
levels of customer involvement. According to Humpfrey & Ashforth (1994), reactive frontline
behavior allows for situational adaptation, better meeting varying customer needs, and
customer involvement. Proactive robo-advisors, taking the initiative in the HRI and offering
anticipated customer assistance, allow for less dynamic situational adaptation because they
anticipate in advance on customer needs (Grant et al., 2009). For low-involvement financial
services (e.g. banking card application), which are characterized by low customer
involvement (Ding et al., 2007), proactive robo-advisors are therefore expected to be desired
by customers because there is little to no need for situational adaptation by customer
involvement. For high-involvement financial services (e.g. mortgage advice), which are
characterized by high degrees of customer involvement (Ding et al., 2007), reactive roboadvisors are expected to be desired. Following Humpfrey & Ashforth’s (1994), reactive
frontline behavior is associated with better dynamic situational adaptation. Therefore, the
following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H1: Proactivity is (a) positively associated with customer satisfaction with a lowinvolvement financial service and (b) negatively associated with customer satisfaction
with a high-involvement financial service.

Additionally, hybrid robo-advisors allow better for development of personalized services
than fully automated robo-advisors (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Hybrid robo-advisors are
characterized by a human relationship layers on top of automated layers In situations that
require situational adaptation for individual customers, human relationship layers are a way to
provide situational adaptation because they offer personalized guidance (Baker & Dellaert,
2017). Moreover, human advisors have the ability to provide the customer with an expert
opinion that could reduce the information asymmetries between firms and customers and
assist the customer with forming evaluations (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006). In situations of
low-involvement financial services, little to no customer involvement is offered by firms and
expected by customers (Ding et al., 2007), meaning that there are less customer needs and
opportunities for situational adaptation and personalized guidance (Baker & Dellaert, 2017).
For high-involvement financial services, human interventions are expected to be desired by
customers because human advisors offer more personalized guidance and situational
adaptation using customer involvement (Ding et al., 2007). Following the conceptual models
of Hood & Walters (1985) and Olsen (2002), compliance to the nature of the financial service
directly leads to an increase in customer satisfaction as a part of partial mediation effects.
Therefore, the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H2: Human intervention is (a) negatively associated with customer satisfaction with a
low-involvement financial service and (b) positively associated with customer
satisfaction with a high-involvement financial service.
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4.2.2. Service quality evaluations
As described in paragraph 2.1, the FU quality attributes of Parasuraman et al. (2005) and
Falk et al. (2010) for e-service evaluations are a core component of the theoretical framework
of this research. In this paragraph, the FU quality attributes are analyzed using SST and eservices literature. Hypotheses on the associations of the FU quality attributes and customer
satisfaction are drawn. Moreover, hypotheses on the associations between proactivity and the
FU quality attributes and human intervention and the FU quality attributes are presented. The
hypotheses represent the paths for mediation of the FU quality attributes, which is expected to
be present following the work of for instance Moutinho & Smith (2000), Kassim & Abdullah
(2010), and Semeijn et al. (2005).
Availability
The first FU quality attribute, availability, is a critical factor for customers forming
perceptions of the overall quality of a service (Parasuraman et al., 2005). Availability
comprehends the correct technical functioning of the robo-advisor and is measured by three
items (Falk et al., 2010). The first item measures the continuous availability of the service, the
second item measures the instant launch and performance of the service, and the third item
measures the constancy of the performance of the service. Shankar, Smith & Rangaswamy
(2003) state that e-services provide a greater convenience for customers because of round-theclock availability. According to Davis, Buchanan-Oliver & Brodie (2000), customers are
strengthened in their assessment and intentions to consume a service because of increased
rates of availability. In line with this finding, banking customers increasingly demand
constant availability and real-time access to financial services (Accenture, n.d.a.). In other
words, online provision of financial services increases customer intentions to consume
financial services. Additionally, offering online financial service provision increases the
availability of the service, customer consumption intentions, and positive perceptions of the
quality of the financial service (Davis et al., 2000). Therefore, the following hypothesis is
drawn:
-

H3: Availability is positively associated with customer satisfaction.

Proactivity – Customers are found to express more positive evaluations of both offline and
online services if they can choose the service provider and the service themselves (Shankar et
al., 2003) and if they are not forced to an interaction channel (Reinders et al., 2008). Proactive
robo-advisors force the interaction channel and choose the service for the customer in
anticipation (Grant et al., 2009). For example, a robo-advisor that proactively sends a chat
message to a customer decides that the interaction will take place in that specific chat
environment at that specific time. This leads to less constant availability from the customers’
perspective, because the robo-advisor determines its own availability by forcing an interaction
and taking the lead in the HRI. This negative effect of proactivity on availability is expected
to be strengthened by another effect in situations of high-involvement financial services. In
high-involvement financial service provision, customers expect high levels of involvement
(Ding et al., 2007). As described earlier, reactive frontline behavior allows for better meeting
varying customer requests (Humphfrey & Ashforth, 1994), personalizing services (Dawling et
al., 2011), and eventually higher levels of customer satisfaction (Bitner et al., 1990). Where
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customers require this dynamic adaptation to their own situations, proactivity in roboadvisory is according to Grant et al. (2009) in this case not the correct way to conduct and
manage a service-related HRI. Therefore, the following hypotheses are drawn:
-

H4: Proactivity is (a) negatively associated with availability in low-involvement
financial services and (b) negatively associated with availability in high-involvement
financial services.

Human intervention – In consuming a low-involvement financial service, customers
expect low levels of customer involvement (Ding et al., 2007). A human intervention in such
an interaction would increase the customers’ involvement in the HRI (Baker & Dellaert,
2017), which does not meet with the nature of a low-involvement financial service. Not
meeting standards and expectations could lead to negative customer evaluations of the correct
technical functioning of the robo-advisor (Zeithaml, Berry & Parasuraman, 1993). Moreover,
a human intervention in low-involvement financial services decreases customer perceptions of
the constancy of the service because human interventions adapt themselves to the situation by
nature (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Therefore, the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H5a: Human intervention is negatively associated with availability in low-involvement
financial services.

The mechanism for the association between human intervention and availability for lowinvolvement financial services (see hypothesis 5a) is expected to be present for highinvolvement financial services too. However, where firms do not have full control over the
availability of a system (e.g. because of poor internet connections or slow computers of
customers), they are recommended to identify the aspects that are outside their control and
incorporate appropriate communication towards unsatisfied customers (Parasuraman et al.,
2005). A human intervention could serve in this case as a communication mechanism to assist
dissatisfied customers (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Especially in high-involvement financial
services, where the interaction generally is involved with higher levels of customer
involvement and information asymmetries, customers might require an expert opinion to form
their own assessments and evaluations (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006). As described earlier,
human interventions allow for providing customers with expert opinions and for dynamic
situational adaptation to individual customers (Baker & Dellaert, 2017; Ding et al., 2007),
which customers might expect in situations or systems that require high levels of customer
involvement. Because literature clearly states that human intervention is essential in these
cases (e.g. Dawling et al., 2011; Kärkkäinen et al, 2001; Lagrosen, 2001), the mechanism
proposed for hypothesis 5a is expected to be overruled and the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H5b: Human intervention is positively associated with availability in high-involvement
financial services.

Efficiency
Falk et al. (2010) measure the second FU quality attribute, efficiency, with three items. The
first item measures the robo-advisor’s efficiency of solving the customer’s banking need, the
second item measures the response time of the robo-advisor, and the third item measures the
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ease-of-use for the customer. Davis (1989) defines ease-of-use as “the degree to which a
customer believes that using a particular system would be free of effort” (p. 320). Venkatesh
& Davis (1996) found that customers base their evaluations of the efficiency and the ease-ofuse of a SST based on the self-efficacy of the SST. Self-efficacy in this situation can be
defined as “judgements of how well a SST can execute courses of action required to deal with
prospective situations” (Davis, 1989; p. 122). Efficient handling of a customer’s need leads to
more positive judgments of how well the robo-advisor can execute a course of action, hence
to more positive judgements on a SSTs self-efficacy. (Johnson & Payne, 1985; Srinivasan,
Anderson & Ponnavolu, 2002; Xue, Harker & Heim, 2000). Higher levels of self-efficacy
lead, subsequently, to an increased customer perceived performance of a SST (Gist, 1987) and
an increase in customer satisfaction (Ahearne, Mathieu & Rapp, 2005). Therefore, the
following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H6: Efficiency is positively associated with customer satisfaction.

Proactivity – Proactive service robots and SSTs guide the customer through the HRI by
taking the initiative in the interaction (Becker & Webbe, 2008; Grant et al., 2009) and
anticipatory helping (Grant et al., 2009). Most advantages of SSTs, such as time savings and
less customer effort in the consumption of a service (see paragraph 1), are efficiency gains.
Especially in situations that require little to no customer involvement, proactively guiding the
customer through the HRI leads to better leveraging these efficiency-based advantages
(Schrempf et al., 2005). Therefore, the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H7a: Proactivity is positively associated with efficiency in low-involvement financial
services.

For high-involvement financial services, robo-advisors are recommended to be able to
dynamically adapt themselves to situations of individual customer (Baker & Dellaert, 2017;
Scerri et al., 2002). Dynamical adaptation to individual customers decreases the information
asymmetries between the financial institution and the customer, which are by nature present
in high-involvement financial services (Ding et al., 2007). As stated by Spiro & Weitz (1990),
reactive frontline behavior better allows firms to adapt to individual customers and specific
situations. Moreover, anticipatory helping in proactive robo-advisors decreases the ability and
possibilities for situational adaptation (Baker & Dellaert, 2017; Grant et al., 2009). Inability to
offer situational adaptation is very likely to result into customers not sufficiently
understanding the interaction because of the proposed information asymmetries (Ding et al.,
2007). Therefore, the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H7b: Proactivity is negatively associated with efficiency in high-involvement financial
services.

Human intervention – A human intervention in a low-involvement financial service
decreases the customers’ perceptions of the efficiency of solving their problem because it
increases the total time of the interaction and decreases the response time of the service
provider (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Moreover, a human intervention requires a customer to put
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more effort in the interaction because the degree of customer involvement increases (Ding et
al., 2007; Yanco & Drury, 2004). Therefore, the following hypotheses are drawn:
-

H8a: Human intervention is negatively associated with efficiency in low-involvement
financial services.

Human interventions in high-involvement financial services assist customers in making
assessments of a financial service and in the development of evaluations of a service (Ding et
al., 2007; Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006). By doing so, information asymmetries in highinvolvement financial services can be eliminated (Ding et al., 2007). As described earlier,
interactions for high-involvement financial services require more and dynamic situational
adaptation (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Service robots with a human intervention can
dynamically adjust their level of human intervention based on individual customer needs
(Scerri et al., 2002). In other words, a human intervention applies the appropriate level of
assistance and guidance to successfully terminate an interaction based on an assessment of a
specific situation of an individual customer. Because of the need to solve information
asymmetries, the mechanism proposed for hypothesis 8a is expected to be overruled and the
following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H8b: Human intervention is positively associated with efficiency in high-involvement
financial services.

Fulfillment of needs
The third FU quality attribute, fulfillment of needs, is measured by six items (Falk et al.,
2010). Based on their two-service-settings methodology, they divide the fulfillment of needs
construct into fulfillment of needs of a shopping experience (these items represent: order
delivery when promised, sending out ordered items, and making accurate promises about
delivery) and fulfillment of needs of an information portal (these items represent: accuracy of
promised price and product comparisons, delivery of price and product comparisons, and
accuracy of promises about delivery). Meeting or exceeding a customer’s expectations on
need-fulfillment directly leads to increased levels of customer satisfaction (Au, Ngai &
Cheng, 2008; Deng, Lu, Wei & Zhang, 2010; Hennig-Thurau, 2004; Oliver, 1977). Therefore,
the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H9: Fulfillment of needs is positively associated with customer satisfaction.

Proactivity – For low-involvement financial services, little to no customer involvement is
expected and needed by customers (Ding et al., 2007). Proactive robo-advisors allow for little
customer involvement by guiding the customer through the HRI and offering predefined
anticipatory helping (Grant et al., 2009). Therefore, the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H10a: Proactivity is positively associated with fulfillment of needs in low-involvement
financial services;

For high-involvement financial services, customers might need guidance in the HRI to
form their assessment and evaluation of a financial service (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006).
Reactive service behavior allows for situational adaptation (Spiro & Weitz, 1990), which is
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desired by customers in financial service consumption that is characterized by high levels of
customer involvement (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Therefore, the following hypothesis is
drawn:
-

H10b: Proactivity is negatively associated with fulfillment of needs in high-involvement
financial services.

Human intervention – Customers expect low degrees of involvement when consuming a
low-involvement financial service (Ding et al., 2007). Because customer involvement, but
also information asymmetries, are no issue in low-involvement financial services, customers
might expect and desire as little interaction and information transfer as possible (Lundkvist &
Yakhlef, 2004). A human intervention would increase the involvement of the customer in the
HRI and the degree of information transfer (Baker & Dellaert, 2017). Therefore, the following
hypothesis is drawn:
-

H11a: Human intervention is negatively associated with fulfillment of needs in lowinvolvement financial services.

Situations of high-involvement financial services require firms to have an in-depth
understanding of their customers to be able to meet their customers’ needs (Dawling et al.,
2011; Kärkkäinen et al., 2001). Moreover, as described earlier, customers might desire
guidance in high-involvement financial service production and delivery (Dulleck &
Kerschbamer, 2006). A human intervention leads to an increased customer understanding by
incorporating more customer involvement in the HRI, an increased ability to manage dynamic
situations (Baker & Dellaert, 2017), and a personalized touch with human warmth and
empathy (Van Doorn, Mende, Noble, Hulland, Ostrom, Grewal & Petersen, 2017). In other
words, the characteristics of a human intervention allow firms to better meet needs of
customers in high-involvement financial service HRIs. Therefore, the following hypothesis is
drawn:
-

H11b: Human intervention is positively associated with fulfillment of needs in highinvolvement financial services.

Privacy perception
The fourth and final FU quality attribute, privacy perception, is measured by Falk et al.
(2010) with three items. As stated in paragraph 2.1, privacy perception measures the
customers’ perception of privacy violation of the robo-advisor in this research. The first item
of Falk et al., (2010) measures the customer’s perception of behavioral information, the
second item measures the customer’s perception of sharing personal information, and the third
item measures the customer’s trust in the service. A customer’s perception of the privacy of a
service strongly impacts the customer’s attitude towards and evaluation of an online financial
service (Montoya-Weiss, Voss & Grewal, 2003). Additionally, Montoya-Weiss et al. (2003)
found that customer perceptions of privacy violation have a significant effect on the
customers’ satisfaction with and usage of an online financial service. Where privacy issues
are an increased concern of customers in contemporary service provision (PwC, 2016), the
following hypothesis is drawn:
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-

H12: Perception of privacy violation is negatively associated with customer
satisfaction.

Proactivity – Using privacy sensitive data and information without a direct approval of a
customer negatively affects a customer’s evaluation of the management of his/her privacy
(PwC, 2016). Proactive robo-advisors use a customer’s personal and behavioral information
to develop and communicate a tailored offer without a customer proactively asking for it
(Schrempf et al., 2005). This could be experienced by customers as a violation of privacy.
Therefore, the following hypotheses are drawn:
-

H13: Proactivity is (a) negatively associated with a perception of privacy violation in
low-involvement financial services and (b) negatively associated with a perception of
privacy violation in high-involvement financial services.

Human intervention – A human intervention in low-involvement financial service
provision increases undesired customer involvement (Ding et al., 2007). As discussed earlier,
customer involvement is aligned with gaining an in-depth understanding of customers
(Dawling et al., 2011; Kärkkäinen et al., 2001), situational adaptation to specific situations of
customers (Scerri et al., 2002), and assistance in forming assessments and evaluations of a
service (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006). In situations where these factors are undesired,
customers could experience an unnecessary increase of privacy violation (PwC, 2016).
Therefore, the following hypothesis is drawn:
-

H14a: Human intervention is negatively associated with a perception of privacy
violation in low-involvement financial services.

By nature, high-involvement financial services require high levels of customer
involvement (Ding et al., 2007). Human interventions allow for offering high levels of
customer involvement because of situational adaptation (Scerri et al., 2002) and eliminating
information asymmetries (Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006). Therefore, the following
hypothesis is drawn:
-

H14b: Human intervention is not negatively associated with a perception of privacy
violation in high-involvement financial services.

5. Conceptual model
This research examines the effect of a robo-advisor’s functional configuration of the HRI
taxonomy parameters proactivity and human intervention on customer evaluations and responses. The theoretical framework described in paragraph 2 is used to develop the
hypotheses described in the previous paragraph. The hypotheses described in the previous
paragraph are also displayed in the conceptual model (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Conceptual model
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5.1. Control variables
Three control variables are identified. The first variable that could influence the results of
the research is the customers’ technology readiness. Parasuraman (2000) describes
technological readiness as a person’s propensity to embrace and use new technologies for
accomplishing goals. In other words, technological readiness is an overall state of mind
resulting in an individual’s mental enablers and inhibitors that collectively determine a
person’s predisposition to use a new technology (Lin, Shih & Sher, 2007). Generally, a
customer’s technology readiness is determined by measuring the customer’s optimism,
innovativeness, discomfort, insecurity with the new technology, and role clarity in the
interaction with the new technology. For instance, a customer having a high degree of prior
knowledge on chatbots and AI will perceive the interaction with a chat-based robo-advisor
differently than a customer with a low degree of prior knowledge (Parasuraman, 2000; Rao &
Monroe, 1988; Zeithaml, 1988; Brucks, Zeithaml & Naylor, 2000; in Mattila & Mount,
2003). Additionally, Gourville (2006) states that customers who must deal with a large
behavioral and technological change are unwilling to adopt a new technology. Therefore,
customers with a low degree of technological readiness need a large behavioral change to
adopt a technology that is new to them need a more extensive learning curve. Consequently,
these customers could produce more negative evaluations and higher levels of dissatisfaction
with the robo-advisor.
The second variable that could influence the results of the research is the customers’
acceptability of interacting with a robo-advisor. Acceptability is key for a firm’s long-term
perspective when implementing service robots (Kuo, Jayawardena, Broadbent & MacDonald,
2011; Doering et al., 2015; Yanco & Drury, 2004). Swanson (1988) defines acceptability by
customers as “the prospective customer’s predisposition toward using the system” (in Lee &
Letho, 2013; p. 194). Following Reinders et al. (2008), customers with a negative
predisposition of SSTs in service encounters develop negative attitudes towards service
providers using SSTs in frontline services, resulting in customer avoidance behaviors.
Therefore, customers with low degrees of acceptability of interacting with a robo-advisor
might express more negative evaluations and feelings of dissatisfaction.
Finally, the customers’ perception of why the financial institution in question uses a roboadvisor could negatively influence the results of the research. Customers who think that a
service provider’s main motive for implementation of SST is to increase the customer service
experience, express different evaluations of the service encounter than customers thinking that
cost reductions are the main motive for SST implementation (Nijssen, Schepers & Belanche,
2016). These customers might express more positive evaluations and feelings of satisfaction.
Contrarily, motives of cost reduction are perceived by customers as relational disinvestments
(Kimes & Collier, 2015). More specifically, firms that implement a SST to realize a cost
reduction will suffer a destruction of customer equity. Customers who think that cost
reductions are the main motive for implementation of a robo-advisors in frontline financial
services might express more negative evaluations and feelings of dissatisfaction.
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5.2. Demographics
The effects under investigation are checked for two dummy coded variables, age (0 = < 37
years; 1 = > 36 years) and gender (0 = male; 1 = female), and education level which was
divided into six different categories (see Table 2 for the demographic profile of the
respondents). The age groups are based on the Generational Differences Chart (Wey Smola
& Sutton, 2002).
6. Research design
Since customer-firm interactions in the financial sector are increasingly facilitated by
(mobile) messenger self-service chatbots (Van Eeuwen, 2017), an experiment is conducted
with two self-built chat-based robo-advisors providing financial services. Therefore, from this
paragraph on, the terms chatbot and robo-advisor are used interchangeably.
6.1. Experimental design
The basic intent of an experimental survey design is to test the impact of a manipulation on
an outcome, controlling for factors that influence this outcome (Hair, Black,
Babin & Anderson, 2014). In an experimental design, respondents are randomly allocated to
different manipulations. For this research, an Independent Measures (or Between Subjects)
design is chosen, meaning that different respondents are used in different scenarios (see
Figure 7). Independent Measures experimental designs obtain causal estimates by observing
the behavior of respondents in one experimental condition with the behavior of respondents in
another experimental condition (Charness, Gneezy & Kuhn, 2012). Moreover, an Independent
Measures design allows one to conduct an experiment with minimal contamination by
external factors (Shuttleworth, n.d.; Fehr & Gächter, 2000). Finally, since the experiment can
be considered as extensive and cognitive exhausting, this design lowers the chances of the
respondents getting distracted or bored.

Figure 7. Independent Measures experimental design (Charness et al., 2012)
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Charness et al. (2012) warn about choosing an Independent Measures design. They state
that results might suffer substantial noise and may not incorporate real patterns. However,
Charness et al. (2012) also state that these problems can be minimized by random assignment
of respondents to the different manipulation groups, which will be done accordingly.
6.2. Scenarios of the experiment
The scenarios for the Independent Measures experimental design incorporate different
functional configurations of the robo-advisor’s human intervention and proactivity (see
paragraph 2.2.2 for the definition of the term functional configurations). These parameters are
manipulated and used in four scenarios. Scenario 1 is the control scenario and contains no
manipulation. Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 each contain different manipulations. Figure 8 shows the
design of the four scenarios and their respective parameter manipulation, which will be
designed and implemented in the chat-based conversation in the experiment as described in
the following paragraphs. The scenarios are more profoundly explained in Appendix 3.

Figure 8. Design matrix scenarios

Following typology of financial services of Ding et al. (2007), the scenarios are presented
to the respondents in the situation of a low-involvement financial service, which is the
application of a banking card, and a high-involvement financial service, which is a mortgage
advice (see Figure 5). This research uses a 2×2 design that leads to four different scenarios
that are applied to two financial services (see Figure 8). In conclusion, this means that eight
scenarios are developed. A randomly selected and different respondent group will be used for
each scenario.
6.3. Survey design
6.3.1. Purpose and type of survey
A survey design is chosen and developed using Google Forms. The purpose of a survey is
“to generalize from a sample to a population so that inferences can be made about some
characteristic, attitude, or behavior of this population” (Creswell, 2014; p. 203). In this
research, a survey is used to discover customer evaluations of different functional
configurations of a robo-advisor. The survey is a cross-sectional survey, which means that
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data will be collected at one point in time (Creswell, 2014). Cross-sectional surveys are useful
when assessing attitudes of a population related to a specific event or manipulation (Lavrakas,
2008). Additionally, cross-sectional surveys provide a basis for designing measures and
interventions that will be given in the form of recommendations.
6.3.2. Scales and items
The items and scales used in this research are based on previously validated items and
scales from previous literature are introduced in paragraph 4.2. Table 5 presents an overview
of the items and scales of this research. These items were adapted to the context of this
research. This adaptation process consisted of rephrasing the items to the specific situation of
the chat-based robo-advisor and eliminating the items that were considered irrelevant for the
context of this research. The measures for customer satisfaction are adapted from Maxham &
Netemeyer (2002) and transformed from measuring overall firm satisfaction to customer
satisfaction with the robo-advisor. The measures for the FU quality attributes are adapted
from Falk et al. (2010), who adapted them from Parasuraman et al. (2005). Two items from
Falk et al.’s (2010) measurement scales were eliminated: one item to measure availability
(“This website is always available for business”) and one item to measure fulfillment of
needs (“This website makes accurate promises about price and product comparisons”). First,
the availability-item was eliminated because the chat-based conversation is provided to the
respondent and therefore makes the robo-advisor always available to the respondent.
Moreover, since the respondents only fill out the survey once and do not interact with a real
robo-advisor themselves, the experimental setting does not allow them to make any
assessments on whether the robo-advisor would be always available. Second, the fulfillment
of needs-item is eliminated because it measures the same item as FUL5 (see Table 5) after
adapting the items to the context of this research.
The measures for the control variables technology readiness, acceptability, and perception
of why are adapted from Lin et al. (2007), Lee & Letho (2013) and Nijssen et al. (2016)
respectively. First, one item that measures technology readiness (“I am insecure about using
the technology”) was eliminated. Lin et al. (2007) define insecurity as “distrust of technology
and skepticism about its ability to work properly” (p. 644). This item was eliminated because
it is already measured by Falk et al.’s (2010) FU quality attribute availability. Second, the
items for acceptability are based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) of Davis
(1989). The TAM states that the customers’ intention to use a technology stems from the
customer’s perceived usefulness of the technology (measured by ‘ACC1’, see Table 5) and
the customer’s perceived ease-of-use of the technology (measured by ‘ACC2’, see Table 5).
Finally, the five items of perception of why were reduced to two items because the slight
distinction among the items that Nijssen et al. (2016) make is considered irrelevant for the
scope of a control variable for this research.
6.4. Design requirements
Van Aken, Berends & Van der Bij (2012) developed four categories of design
requirements for effective solution designs, which are functional requirements, boundary
conditions, user requirements, and design restrictions. Using this categorization, the
predefined chat-based conversations are designed and developed with IBM Bluemix. IBM
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Bluemix is a tool of IBM Watson that allows for development of chat-based conversations for
chatbots. The scenarios and scripts of these chat-based conversations can be found in
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4 respectively.
6.4.1. Functional requirements
Functional requirements are requirements that focus on the performance demands of a
design. The functional requirements for the experiment are the following:
-

-

Because of time- and resource constraints, a pre-recorded video of the chat-based
conversation is found to be the best executable format;
Because of time- and resource constraints, bugs in the chatbots might exist. Using the
pre-recorded video interface, it is predefined what the respondent will see and a
negative respondent bias because of performance issues is prevented;
The video must show only the necessities and must not distract the respondent with
externalities or other actions;
The videos will be placed on YouTube and must therefore be clearly watchable on all
electronic devices. Respondents should not be required to change device settings to
watch the video.

6.4.2. Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are conditions of the solution design that must be met
unconditionally. The boundary conditions for the experiment are the following:
-

-

-

-

The predefined conversation should resemble a real-life chat with a chatbot.
Therefore, the predefined conversations are scripted, developed, and presented in a
way that the respondent feels that (s)he is part of the interaction him-/herself;
The chat-based conversations must contain a manipulation according to the scenarios
in Appendix 3 and the manipulations must be tested in a manipulation check before
sending out the survey;
The scripts for the financial services are developed by means of real-life use cases of
the process of issuing a new banking card and mortgage advice at the online banking
environment of the Dutch banks;
To keep the conditions of this research the same for all respondents, to allow nonDutch speaking respondents to participate, and to prevent biases or misunderstandings
caused by translations, the whole experiment will be conducted in English.

6.4.3. User requirements
User requirements are the requirements for the end-user(s) of the solution design. The user
requirements for the experiment are the following:
-

The respondents who are presented with a scenario are asked to imagine themselves
being the person in the scenario interacting with the chatbot;
All respondents should have access to a computer or portable device to watch the
video and fill out the questionnaire;
All respondents for a specific scenario need to be presented with the same situation
and conditions to gain comparable and reliable results;
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-

-

Respondents do not necessarily have to have experience with chatbots, since the
format does not enable them to make the interaction themselves. This eliminates the
hassle of explaining respondents how to use a chatbot which could be timely process;
The respondents are required to speak English proficiently.

6.4.4. Design restrictions
Design restrictions are restrictions that refer to the design of the solution itself. The design
restrictions for the experiment are the following:
-

-

-

This research does not focus on determining the optimal robo-advisor response time.
Therefore, and because of resource restrictions, the time it takes the robo-advisor and
human advisor to respond is kept constant as determined by the response speed of
IBM Bluemix in every scenario over the whole experiment;
This research does not focus on determining optimal (length of the) robo-advisor
responses. Therefore, no manipulations in length of answers, lexicon, grammar,
completeness of answers, consistence, and integrality of the sentences should be made;
Besides proactivity and human intervention, no other manipulations should be made.

7. Methodology
7.1. Manipulation check
To check for the effect of the manipulation of proactivity and human intervention, a
manipulation check is executed. Before sending out the survey, a separate pool of respondents
was asked whether they have experienced a human intervention in the conversation (N = 33).
Using Tukey’s test for single-step multiple comparison (Tukey, 1977), the means of the
scenarios containing manipulations in proactivity (I) are compared with the means of the
scenarios that do not contain a manipulation in proactivity (J). The same is done for human
intervention, where (I) and (J) represent the scenarios with a manipulation in human
intervention and the scenarios without a manipulation in human intervention respectively. The
descriptives of this manipulation check are presented in Table 1.
The results of the manipulation check indicate that the manipulations in proactivity and
human intervention were identified by the respondents. As shown in Table 1, the significance
levels of Tukey’s test of the ANOVA analysis allow for rejection of the null hypothesis that
there are no significant differences in among the respondent groups for the manipulation
check. In other words, there are significant differences among the different respondent groups
and that the manipulation was successful.
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Table 1. Results manipulation check
(I) Scenario
1.3

1.4

Proactivity

2.3

2.4

1.2

1.4

Human intervention

2.2

2.4

Manipulation check
(J) Scenario
Mean Difference (I-J)
1.1
2.583
1.2
2.333
2.1
2.533
2.2
2.667
1.1
2.250
1.2
2.000
2.1
2.200
2.2
2.333
1.1
2.750
1.2
2.500
2.1
2.700
2.2
2.833
1.1
2.250
1.2
2.000
2.1
2.200
2.2
2.333
1.1
2.500
1.3
3.250
2.1
2.250
2.3
2.500
1.1
3.050
1.3
3.800
2.1
2.800
2.3
3.050
1.1
2.250
1.3
3.000
2.1
2.000
2.3
2.250
1.1
3.250
1.3
4.000
2.1
3.000
2.3
3.250

Std. Dev.
.609
.582
.582
.651
.535
.535
.504
.582
.564
.564
.535
.609
.535
.535
.504
.582
.549
.593
.520
.549
.520
.567
.491
.520
.593
.634
.567
.593
.520
.567
.491
.520

Sig.
.006
.015
.004
.008
.006
.018
.004
.010
.001
.003
.001
.002
.006
.018
.004
.010
.003
.000
.005
.003
.000
.000
.000
.000
.016
.002
.030
.016
.000
.000
.000
.000

7.2. Sample and respondents
The sample of respondents reflects individuals involved with a bank, or banking
customers. To maximize the number of respondents, the survey is posted on online platforms
and distributed via social media channels. The respondents were randomly assigned to the
scenarios. Using a 7-point Likert scale, the respondents were asked the questions as presented
in Table 5. At the end of the survey, the respondents were presented the opportunity to leave
comments and asked if they want to receive the results of the research. Table 2 shows the
demographic profile of the respondents. Using demographic information, it can be checked
whether the respondent groups represent similar samples and therewith can be compared.
Table 2. Demographic profile respondents survey (all numbers are %)
Age
< 37

> 36

Scenario 1.1
Scenario 1.2
Scenario 1.3
Scenario 1.4
Total 1

48.1
65.6
91.7
72.0
69.2

51.9
34.4
8.3
28.0
30.8

Scenario 2.1
Scenario 2.2
Scenario 2.3
Scenario 2.4
Total 2

61.6
71.4
84.0
63.6
69.9

38.4
28.6
16.0
36.4
30.1

Demographic profile respondents
Gender
Education level
Male
Female
High
MBO*
HBO†
University
school
(IVE)
(UAS)
Bachelor
51.9
48.1
0.0
11.1
37.0
25.9
55.2
44.8
3.4
3.4
24.1
10.3
45.8
54.2
0.0
0.0
8.3
4.2
60.0
40.0
0.0
4.0
20.0
12.0
53.3
46.7
1.0
4.8
22.9
13.3
57.7
76.2
72.0
50.0
62.0

42.3
23.8
28.0
50.0
38.0

0.0
9.5
0.0
4.5
3.2

37

11.5
0.0
0.0
9.1
4.3

23.1
14.3
20.0
13.6
18.1

15.4
19.0
8.0
13.6
13.8

University
Master
18.5
58.6
87.5
64.0
56.6

PhD

50.0
57.1
72.0
59.1
58.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.1

7.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.9

7.3. Analytical procedure
This paragraph presents the analytical procedure of the main analysis where the hypotheses
are tested and an exploratory analysis where the underlying mechanisms of the customers’
evaluation of human intervention are assessed. It should be mentioned that proactivity and
human intervention (0 = absent; 1 = present) and the main effect of involvement (0 = lowinvolvement financial service; 1 = high-involvement financial service) were dummy coded.
The data collected with the survey was exported to SSPS 24. Several steps were taken in
the analytical procedure. First, the items ‘CS2, ‘PRI3’, and control items ‘TR3’ and ‘PoW1’
were reversed because their scales represented opposite measures to the other measures of
their construct. Furthermore, it is important to point again out that the construct privacy
perception measures to what degree the robo-advisor violates privacy (see paragraph 2.1).
A one-way ANOVA analysis (see Table 3) was executed to test for differences between
the demographic variables among the eight different respondent groups and to make
demographic comparisons among these groups. The null hypothesis that there are no
significant differences in the population means among the respondent groups cannot be
rejected for gender and education level. For age, the population mean among the different
respondent groups was found to be significant (p < .05). Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test shows
that there are significant differences between the age groups < 37 years and > 36 years for
scenarios 1.1 and 1.3 (see Appendix 2). Scenario 1.1 is the control scenario for the lowinvolvement financial service containing no manipulation in proactivity and human
intervention. Scenario 1.3 comprehends a proactive robo-advisor with no human intervention
for the low-involvement financial service. Control effects for age in this case should be
interpreted carefully because the demographic distribution of the age of the respondents of
these scenarios, which is displayed in Table 3, is significantly different in terms of the
customer satisfaction.
Table 3. Results one-way ANOVA analysis

Gender

Age

Education level

Between groups
Within groups
Total
Between groups
Within group
Total
Between groups
Within groups
Total

ANOVA
Sum of squares
1.499
47.043
48.543
3.351
39.332
42.683
2.351
36.847
39.198

df
7
191
198
7
191
198
7
189
196

Mean square
.214
.246

F
.870

Sig.
.532

.479
.206

2.325

.027

.336
.195

1.722

.106

Then, a Pearson correlation matrix was constructed using the means of the constructs to
check for the linear correlations between the independent variables, the mediators, the
dependent variable, and the control variables. The correlation matrix including means and
standard deviations is presented in Table 4. Significant correlations were found, indicating but
not confirming the presence of associations among the variables of interest.
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Table 4. Pearson correlation matrix
Mean
Proactivity
.48
Human intervention
.49
Customer satisfaction
4.79
Availability
4.25
Efficiency
5.49
Fulfillment of needs
4.32
Privacy perception
3.52
Involvement
.47
Age
1.31
Gender
1.42
Education level
1.27
Technology readiness
2.68
Perception of why
.68
Acceptability
4.25
External attribution
2.41
Per. cus. control
4.19
*p < .05; **p < .01 (two-tailed)

SD
.501
.501
1.42
1.37
1.00
1.25
1.30
.50
.46
.50
.48
1.16
.80
1.61
1.19
1.09

N
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
104
104

Proactivity
1
.004
-.168*
-.246**
-.105
-.147*
.279**
.033
-.193**
.010
-.167*
-.186**
.068
-.163
.188
-.172

HI
1
-.089
-.016
-.080
-.050
-.013
-.057
.039
-.019
.013
-.035
.085
-.052
-.092
-.201*

Cus. sat.

Availability

Efficiency

1
.665**
.685**
.704**
-.414**
-.355**
-.052
.088
.046
.457**
-.102
.364**
-.199*
.633**

1
.639**
.660**
-.351**
-.268**
.068
.075
.161*
.459**
-.148*
.368**
-.213*
.452**

1
.639**
-.352**
-.243**
-.076
.042
.006
.488**
-.119
.418**
-.118
.482**

Pearson correlation matrix
FoN
Privacy
Involvement

1
-.373**
-.362**
-.081
.044
.101
.489**
-.126
.452**
-.176
.578**

1
.159**
.028
-.039
.072
-.443**
.020
-.430**
.162
-.335**
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1
-.028
-.095
-.028
-.279**
-.022
-.282**
-.036
-.273**

Age

1
-.026
.327**
-.043
.077
-.116
-.162
-.041

Gender

Edu. lev.

1
.121
-.028
.142*
-.004
-.067
.068

1
-.093
.010
-.118
-.162
.099

TR

1
-.188**
.667**
-.055
.378**

PoW

1
-.123
.014
-.020

Acceptability

Ext. att.

1
-.039
.261**

1
-.020

PCC

1

Subsequently, the items were standardized and recoded for further analysis. The codes that
were used when importing the data in SPSS and the scheme with the recoding is presented in
a codebook in Appendix 5. A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed in Amos to
examine the latent structure of the test instrument and to verify the number of underlying
dimensions of the factors including the control variables acceptability, technology readiness,
and perception of why (Brown, 2014). The robust maximum likelihood estimator was used,
which assumes that the data follows a multivariate normal distribution (Templin, 2015). A
good global fit was found (χ2 = 322.355; df = 186; p-value = .000; NFI = .875; TLI = .912;
IFI = .943; CFI = .941; RMSEA = .061). The visual representation of the CFA (see Appendix
6) shows that the error terms of the items ‘FUL2’ and ‘FUL4’ and those of ‘PRI1’ and ‘PRI2’
are intercorrelated. These method effects indicate that that a part of the covariation roots is
from other sources than this factor and therefore adds variance to another item (Maul, 2013).
As shown in Table 5, acceptable levels of composite reliability (CR) are found. CR allows to
draw on standardized regression weights, which are used for the multiple linear regression
analysis, and measurement correlation errors for the items. Therefore, CR is considered a
superior technique to measure internal consistency of the constructs (Byrne, 1998). All CR
measures, except the one of technology readiness, exceed the threshold value of .7.
Discriminant validity was found because all average variance extracted (AVE) exceeded their
squared correlations (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Moreover, all AVE (except for technology
readiness) exceeded the threshold of .5. AVE stands for the average amount of variance in
indicator variables that are explained by a construct. Discriminant validity represents the
extent to which a latent variable discriminates from other latent variables. A latent variable
should be able to account for more variance in the observed variables associated with external
influences or other constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Finally, to control for
multicollinearity, the variance inflation factors (VIFs) are examined. Multicollinearity was not
a problem because all VIFs, also the VIF for technology readiness, were smaller than the
threshold of 4 (O’Brien, 2007; Mansfield & Helms, 1982).
In the CFA of the main analysis, the p-value was fond to be non-significant. Rejecting the
null hypothesis that the covariance matrix is significantly equal to the observed covariance
matrix is an indication of a poor model fit (Albright, 2006). However, the power of this
indicator reduces at sample sizes from about N = 200 (Curran, West & Finch, 1996). Since
this research entails a sample size of N = 199, the CFA indices NFI, TLI, IFI, and CFI were
considered as more important in the assessment of the CFA model fit. Finally, it is important
to point out that GFI could not be calculated because the means in the model are explicit
model parameters due to the presence of demographic variables (Conroy, Cohen, James,
Matsinos & Maurer, 1995). This is not a problem because GFI generally performs less well
with models containing latent variables (Hu & Bentler, 1999). In Appendix 7, the CFA
indices are further explained following the descriptions of Moss (2016).
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Table 5. Items and scales of the construct
Construct
Customer satisfaction
Availability
Efficiency

Fulfillment of needs

Privacy perception

Attribution

Perceived customer
control

Technology readiness
Acceptability
Perception of why

Scale (item)
The chatbot provided a satisfactory solution to the customer’s banking need (CS1)
I am NOT satisfied with the chatbot's handling of the customer's banking need (CS2)
Regarding the customer's specific banking need, I am satisfied with the chatbot (CS3)
This chatbot worked well (AVA1)
I think that this chatbot will always work when a customer needs it to work (AVA2)
This chatbot efficiently handles the customer’s banking need (EFF1)
This chatbot’s response time was fast (EFF2)
This chatbot seems easy to use (EFF3)
This chatbot can deliver quality service as promised by my bank (FoN1)
This chatbot gave accurate financial advice (FoN2)
This chatbot will execute everything as a person interacting with it requests (FoN3)
This chatbot gave excellent financial advice (FoN4)
This chatbot makes promises that are deliverable (FoN5)
This chatbot violates a customer's personal privacy (PRI1)
This chatbot violates a customer's privacy about his/her financial behavior (PRI2)
I would trust this chatbot (PRI3)
The cause of the escalation can differ per situation (ATT1)
Bad programming of the chatbot by the bank was the cause of the escalation (ATT2)
The chatbot was the cause of the escalation (ATT3)
The customer was the cause of the escalation (ATT4)
The customer controlled the escalation (PCC1)
The customer was in control during the conversation with the chatbot (PCC2)
The customer had influence over the decisions made by the chatbot (PCC3)
The chatbot was responsive to the customer’s requests (PCC4)
The chatbot gave a reasonable explanation of its choices made (PCC5)
I am optimistic about the financial advice by chatbots (TR1)
In general, I am open to try new innovations, products and technologies (TR2)
I felt uncomfortable interacting with the chatbot (TR3)
I find it acceptable that I have to interact with a chatbot to get financial advice on my banking needs (ACC1)
I accept that I have to interact with a chatbot instead of a human advisor (ACC2)
I am positive about the idea that banks use chatbots to improve their customer service (PoW1)
I am positive about the idea that banks use chatbots to realize a cost reduction (PoW2)

*eliminated
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Source
Maxham & Netemeyer (2002)
Falk et al. (2010)
Falk et al. (2010)

Falk et al. (2010)

Falk et al. (2010)

Folkes (1984)

Guo et al. (2016)

Lin et al. (2007)
Lee & Letho (2013)
Nijssen et al. (2016)

Factor loading
.733
.636
.757
.789
.639
.751
.851
.540
.819
.728
.782
.826
.469
.952
.948
.704
.273*
.669
.754
.795
.836
.879
.665
.792
.834
.877
.474
.564
.877
.852
.854
.738

AVE
.505

CR
.753

.515

.678

.527

.767

.621

.841

.767

.907

.550

.784

.642

.871

.437

.685

.748

.855

.637

.777

Finally, the potential for common method bias was addressed using Harman’s one-factor
test. Following Podsakoff & Organ (1986), it is checked whether one factor accounted for the
majority of the variance. For the main analysis, the unrotated factor analysis with all items
produced five components that explain 76.6% of the variance. The largest single factor
accounted for 46.5% of this variance. Therefore, it can be concluded that the common method
bias, if present, did not affect the results.
8. Results
8.1. Main analysis
The results of the multiple linear regression analysis are presented in Table 6. Model 1
provides the results for the direct associations between the independent variables and
customer satisfaction (c-paths). Model 2 provides the results of the direct associations
between the independent variables and the FU quality attributes (a-paths). Finally, model 3
describes the associations between the FU quality attributes and customer satisfaction (bpaths) and between the independent variables and customer satisfaction, adapted for
mediation (c’-path). The Joint Significance Test of Baron & Kenny (1986) is applied to test
for the presence and strength of the mediating effects. This widely used method consists of
four steps which are displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Steps of Joint Significance Test (Baron & Kenny, 1986)

The model explains an acceptable amount of variance in customer satisfaction and is found
to provide an acceptable fit with the data. Model 3 is found to have a higher R2 than model 1
(∆R2 = .660 – .367 = .293). This implies that the addition of the FU quality attributes to the
model increases the proportion of variance in customer satisfaction significantly. In model 2,
the proportion of variance (or R2) is .327 for attribution, .332 for efficiency, .391 for
fulfillment of needs, and .273 for privacy perception. Model 3 explains the most variance and
is used to test the hypotheses on the a-paths and the c’-paths in the mediation. Moreover,
model 2 is used to assess the b-paths of the mediation effect.
8.1.1. Direct effects
The direct associations between the independent variables and customer satisfaction
without an interaction effect of involvement were found to be significant in model 1 (for
proactivity: β = -.217, p < .05; for human intervention: β = .206, p < .05). In model 3, after
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being controlled for the mediators, the association between proactivity and customer
satisfaction was found to be non-significant (β = .009, NS) and the association between
human intervention and proactivity was found to still be significant (β = -.216, p < .01). These
findings reject hypotheses 1a and support hypothesis 2a. Additionally, the found associations
for proactivity (β = -.045, NS) and human intervention (β = .272, p < .001) with customer
satisfaction, with the interaction effect of involvement, reject hypothesis 1b and support
hypothesis 2b. Moreover, all FU quality attributes were found to be significantly associated
with customer satisfaction. The found associations with customer satisfaction – availability (β
= .233, p < .01), efficiency, (β = .246, p < .001), fulfillment of needs (β = .311, p < .0001),
and perception of privacy violation (β = -.130, p < .05) – fully support hypotheses 3, 6, 9, and
12.
Proactivity was found to be significantly associated with customer evaluations of the
availability of the robo-advisor in both the absence (β = -.299, p < .01) and the presence (β =
.278, p < .01) of the interaction effect of involvement. These findings support hypothesis 4a
and reject hypothesis 4b. No significant effects of human intervention on availability were
found for both the absence (β = -.091, NS) and the presence (β = .151, NS) of the interaction
effect of involvement. In other words, no support was found for hypotheses 5a and 5b.
Moreover, both proactivity (β = -.190, p < .05) and human intervention (β = -.255, p < .01)
without the interaction effect of involvement are significantly associated with efficiency,
rejecting hypothesis 7a and supporting hypothesis 8a. The association between proactivity (β
= .295, p < .01) and efficiency and human intervention and efficiency (β = .329, p < .01) with
the interaction effect of involvement was found to be positive and significant, rejecting
hypothesis 7b and supporting hypothesis 8b. For fulfillment of needs, proactivity was found
to form a significant association in both the absence (β = -.270, p < .01) and the presence (β =
.371, p < .001) of the interaction effect of involvement, rejecting hypotheses 10a and 10b. No
significant associations between human intervention and fulfillment of needs were found for
both the absence (β = -.111, NS) and the presence (β = .121, NS) of the interaction effect of
involvement, rejecting hypotheses 11a and 11b. Finally, proactivity without the interaction
effect of involvement is found to significantly affect the perception of privacy violation (β =
.220, p < .05), supporting hypothesis 13a. Moreover, for perception of privacy violation, no
significant effect was found for the association with human intervention without interaction
effect of involvement (β = -.040, NS), rejecting hypothesis 13b. No significant effect was
found for the associations with proactivity (β = -.007, NS) and human intervention (β = .023,
NS) with the interaction effect of involvement, rejecting hypotheses 14a and 14b.
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Table 6. Results multiple regression analysis
Dependent variables
Control variables
Age
Gender
Education level
Acceptability
Technology readiness
Perception of why
R2
Radj2
F
Moderator
Involvement
Independent variables
Intercept
Proactivity
Human intervention
Proactivity × Involvement
HI × Involvement
R2
Radj2
∆R2
F

Model 1
Customer satisfaction
B (SE)
β
t-value

Model 2
B (SE)

Availability
β

t-value

B (SE)

Efficiency
β

t-value

B (SE)

Fulfillment of needs
β

t-value

Privacy perception
B (SE)
β
t-value

Model 3
Customer satisfaction
B (SE)
β
t-value

Hyp.

-.221 (.136)
.072 (.120)
.170 (.141)
.063 (.080)
.338 (.081)
-.009 (.060)
.272
.245
10.097****

-.104
.036
.077
.063
.341****
-.009

-1.622
.601
1.211
.785
4.201
-.148

-.004 (.141)
.102 (.125)
.342 (.146)
.112 (.083)
.312 (.083)
-.066 (.063)
.275
.248
10.247****

-.002
.051
.154*
.113
.314***
-.067

-.030
.821
2.346
1.356
3.744
-1.062

-.194 (.140)
.028 (.124)
.132 (.145)
.164 (.082)
.344 (.083)
-.013 (.062)
.259
.232
9.459****

-.091
.014
.060
.165
.347****
-.014

-1.384
.230
.915
1.993
4.155
-.215

-.305 (.134)
-.007 (.118)
.349 (.138)
.199 (.079)
.267 (.079)
-.023 (.059)
.391
.355
13.667****

-.143*
-.004
.158*
.200*
.270**
-.023

-2.281
-.063
2.528
2.531
3.384
-.384

.045 (.148)
-.093 (.131)
.131 (.153)
-.212 (.087)
-.261 (.088)
-.063 (.066)
.230
.202
8.081 ****

.021
-.046
.059
-.211*
-.260**
-.062

.303
-.712
.859
-2.435
-2.983
-.953

-.072 (.103)
.033 (.090)
-.030 (.107)
-.091 (.061)
.068 (.064)
.008 (.045)
.272
.245
10.097****

-.034
.017
-.014
-.092
.069
.008

-.696
.370
-.278
-1.494
1.065
.181

-1.191 (.202)

-.604****

-5.903

-.749 (.209)

-.378***

-3.586

-.908 (.208)

-.459****

-4.370

-1.008 (1.98)

-.511****

-5.095

-.002 (.219)

-.001

-.008

-.489 (.162)

-.248**

-3.009

-.217*
-.328****
.206*
.421****

4.454
-2.556
-4.070
2.016
4.287

.367 (.174)
-.591 (.173)
-.180 (.164)
.644 (.244)
.360 (.242)
.327
.287
.039
8.159****

-.299**
-.091
.278**
.151

2.105
-3.412
-1.095
2.640
1.485

.540 (.173)
-.374 (.172)
-.502 (.168)
.684 (.243)
.786 (.241)
.332
.292
.073
8.341****

-.190*
-.255**
.295**
.329**

3.113
-2.170
-3.075
2.818
3.260

.583 (.165)
-.532 (.164)
-.219 (.156)
.856 (.231)
.289 (.230)
.391
.355
.044
10.810****

-.270**
-.111
.371***
.121

3.528
-3.240
-1.410
3.707
1.260

-.193 (.183)
.440 (.182)
-.081 (.173)
-.017 (.256)
.056 (.255)
.273
.230
.028
6.314****

.220*
-.040
-.007
.023

-1.052
2.414
-.468
-.067
.221

.330 (.130)
.017 (.130)
-.424 (.121)
-.104 (.182)
.649 (.179)
.367
.329
.095
9.743****

.009
-.216**
-.045
.272***

2.542
.129
-3.510
-.573
3.626

H1,4,7,10,13a
H2,5,8,11,14a
H1,4,7,10,13b
H2,5,8,11,14b

.223**
.246***
.311****
-.130*

3.430
3.867
4.663
-2.489

H3
H6
H9
H12

.751 (.169)
-.428 (.167)
-.646 (.159)
.475 (.236)
1.004 (.234)
.367
.329
.095
9.743****

Mediation effects
Availability
Efficiency
Fulfillment of needs
Privacy perception
R2
Radj2
∆R2
F
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ****p<.0001

.222 (.065)
.246 (.064)
.311 (.067)
-.128 (051)
.660
.631
.293
23.385****
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8.1.2. Interaction effects
As described in the previous paragraph, five interaction effects of involvement were found.
These interaction effects are reported and analyzed in this paragraph and displayed in Figure
10. The first interaction effect represents a negative moderation (β = -.378, p < .001) of
involvement on the association between proactivity and availability. For low-involvement
financial services, this means that an increase in reactivity leads to more positive customer
evaluations of the robo-advisor’s availability. For high-involvement financial services, this
means a small decrease of negative customer evaluations of the availability of the roboadvisor when proactivity increases.
The second and third interaction effect represent negative moderation effects (β = -.459, p
< .0001) of involvement on the association between proactivity and efficiency and human
intervention and efficiency. For low-involvement financial services, this means that an
increase in reactivity and a decrease in human intervention lead to more positive customer
evaluations of the robo-advisor’s efficiency. Furthermore, this means that an increase in
proactivity and an increase in human intervention lead to more negative customer evaluations
of the robo-advisor’s efficiency. For high-involvement financial services, this means that
customer evaluations of the robo-advisor’s efficiency are more positive for proactive roboadvisors and robo-advisors with a human intervention.
The fourth interaction effect represents a negative moderation effect (β = -.511, p < .0001)
of involvement on the association between proactivity and fulfillment of needs. This effect
shows that an increase in proactivity and in human intervention lead to more negative
customer evaluations for low-involvement financial services and more positive customer
evaluations for high-involvement financial services.
Finally, a negative moderation effect (β = -.248, p < .05) of involvement was found on the
association between human intervention and customer satisfaction. A decrease in human
intervention leads to more customer satisfaction for low-involvement financial services and
more customer dissatisfaction for high-involvement financial services. Moreover, an increase
in human intervention leads to more customer dissatisfaction for low-involvement financial
services and more customer satisfaction for high-involvement financial services.
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Figure 10. Interaction effects of involvement
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Table 7. Results hypotheses testing
Hypothesis
1
a
b
2
a
b
3
4
a
b
5
a
b
6
7
a
b
8
a
b
9
10
a
b
11
a
b
12
13
a
b
14
a
b

Outcome
Rejected
Rejected
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Confirmed
Rejected
Rejected
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Confirmed
Confirmed
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

Reason rejection
No direct association because of full mediation
No direct association because of full mediation
Opposing association
No significance
No significance
Opposing association
Opposing association
Opposing association
No significance
No significance
No significance
No significance
No significance
No significance

8.1.3. Mediation analysis
The conceptual model of this research incorporates the mediating roles of the FU quality
attributes of Falk et al. (2010). Following, for instance Moutinho & Smith (2000), Kassim &
Abdullah (2010), and Semeijn et al. (2005), such customer evaluations of the quality of a
service serve as mediators between the service experience and customer satisfaction. Baron &
Kenny (1986) have described two types of mediation. Full mediation happens when the
independent variable does not affect the dependent variable any more when the mediator has
been controlled for. In other words, full mediation happens when the a-path and b-path are
significant and the c-path is reduced to zero. Partial mediation happens when the c’-path (the
association between the independent variable and the dependent variable) is reduced but is
still significant and different from zero when the mediator has been controlled. Moreover, the
a-path and b-path should also be significant. The paths of a mediation effect are visualized in
Figure 11.

Figure 11. Paths mediation effect (Baron & Kenny, 1986)
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Table 6 shows the mediation effects of the FU quality attributes. Full mediation effects are
found for the FU quality attributes on the association between proactivity and customer
satisfaction for the low-involvement financial service. Additionally, full mediation effects
were found of availability, efficiency, and fulfillment of needs on the association between
human intervention and customer satisfaction for the low-involvement financial service.
Finally, partial mediation effects of efficiency were found on the associations between
proactivity and customer satisfaction and human intervention and customer satisfaction. The
associations relevant to the mediation analysis are displayed in Table 8.
Table 8. Mediation effects
Mediation effects†
Mediator
Type of mediation
Availability
Full
Efficiency
Full
Proactivity
Fulfillment of needs
Full
Privacy perception
Full
Low-involvement
Availability
No mediation
Efficiency
Partial
Human intervention
Fulfillment of needs
No mediation
Privacy perception
No mediation
Availability
Full
Efficiency
Full
Proactivity
Fulfillment of needs
Full
Privacy perception
Full
High-involvement
Availability
No mediation
Efficiency
Partial
Human intervention
Fulfillment of needs
No mediation
Privacy perception
No mediation
†
DV = customer satisfaction; *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ****p<.0001
IV

c-path
-.217*
-.217*
-.217*
-.217*
-.328****
-.328****
-.328****
-.328****
.206*
.206*
.206*
.206*
.421****
.421****
.421****
.421****

a-path
-.299**
-.190*
-.270*
.220*
NS
-.255**
NS
NS
.278**
.295**
.371***
NS
NS
.329**
NS
NS

b-path
.233**
.246***
.311****
-.130*
.233**
.246***
.311****
-.130*
.233**
.246***
.311****
-.130*
.233**
.246***
.311****
-.130*

c’-path
NS
NS
NS
NS
-.216**
-.216**
-.216**
-.216**
NS
NS
NS
NS
.272***
.272***
.272***
.272***

8.1.4. Control variables
Examination of the control variables shows that technology readiness affects the FU
quality attributes. Technology readiness is positively associated with customer satisfaction,
availability, efficiency, and fulfillment of needs and negatively associated with the perception
of privacy violation. These findings suggest that customers with a high propensity to embrace
and use new technologies for accomplishing their goals, express more positive evaluations of
a robo-advisor’s FU quality attributes. Moreover, these findings are in line with literature on
the link between prior customer knowledge and the formation of customer perceptions of for
instance Parasuraman (2000) and Zeithaml (1988), and literature on customer behavioral
change and technology adoption of for instance Gourville (2006).
Acceptability is positively associated with fulfillment of needs and negatively associated
with privacy perception. These findings suggest that customers with a positive predisposition
towards using a robo-advisor will express more positive evaluations on need-fulfillment and
more negative evaluations on the perception of privacy violation. Moreover, these findings
are in line with previous findings described by for instance Kuo et al. (2011) and Reinders et
al., (2008) on the negative results of negative customer predispositions such as negative
attitudes towards SSTs in service provision and customer avoidance behaviors.
For the demographics, no significant effects were found among the six educational levels
(see Table 2 for the demographic profile of the respondents). Therefore, the six categories
were divided into two categories: academic education (University Bachelor, University
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Master, and PhD) and non-academic education (High School, MBO/IVE, and HBO/UAS).
After this recoding into binary variables (0 = non-academic education; 1 = academic
education), education level was found to be significantly and positively associated with
availability and fulfillment of needs. These findings imply that customers with an academic
education express more positive evaluations of a robo-advisor’s availability and needfulfillment. Finally, age is significantly and negatively associated with fulfillment of needs.
This finding implies that are customers older than 36 years express more negative evaluations
of a robo-advisor’s ability to fulfill their needs.
8.2. Exploratory analysis
Literature states that customer involvement is not just important in service production and
delivery, but also in service recovery (Guo, Lotz, Tang & Gruen, 2016). Therefore, an
exploratory analysis is conducted to discover underlying mechanisms of customer evaluations
of the human intervention, which can be considered as a service recovery mechanism.
8.2.1. Theoretical background exploratory analysis
Poor service performance by the service provider and service failures in general lead to
negative customer evaluations and customer dissatisfaction (Roschk & Gelbrich, 2014). To
overcome the negative results of service failures, firms must apply accurate service recovery
mechanisms to transform negative customer emotions and evaluations into positive ones (Tax
& Brown, 1999; in Schwartz & Iacobucci, 2000). Service recovery is “a process that
identifies service failures, effectively resolves customer problems, classifies their root
cause(s), and yields data that can be integrated with other measures of performance to assess
and improve the service system” (Schwartz & Iacobucci, 2000, p. 72). Good recovery
mechanisms can increase levels of customer satisfaction, which on its turn is positively
related to customer loyalty, repeat purchase intention, and positive word-of-mouth (Maxham
& Netemeyer, 2002). However, a second recovery is very likely to harm. Additionally,
recovering service failures is expensive, negatively associated with the reliability of the firm,
and context dependent.
Attribution theory
Customers generally blame the service provider for unsatisfactory experiences, resulting
into negative perceptions of the service provider and increased customer dissatisfaction.
However, service providers that take the blame for the service failure and appropriate an
accurate service recovery mechanism will positively affect customer satisfaction (Maxham &
Netemeyer, 2002; Boshof & Leong, 2008). This mechanism is called attribution and can be
defined, combining definitions of Boshof & Leong (1998) and Korn, Rosenblau, Buritica &
Heekeren (2016), as “customers changing their evaluations of the actor’s credibility toward
the positive after receiving positive performance feedback and toward the negative after
negative performance feedback”. In other words, customers tend to blame the service
provider for the service failure by attributing negative feedback to the service provider. If the
service provider accepts the failure and sets an appropriate recovery mechanism in place,
levels of customer satisfaction are likely not to get harmed (Boshoff & Leong, 1998) or even
to increase (Maxham & Netemeyer, 2002). The attribution theory has its roots in social
psychology and is developed by Heider (1958). Manusov & Spitzberg (2008) state that
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attribution theory is used cognitively by individuals to figure out the reason of a cause and to
explain mental and communicative processes in social events and interactions.
Perceived customer control
Furthermore, feelings of control of customers over the service recovery process lead to
positive evaluations of the firm (Guo et al., 2016). Wallston, Wallston, Smith & Dobbins
(1987) define perceived customer control as “the belief that a customer can determine his/her
own internal states and behavior, influence his/her environment, and/or bring about desired
outcomes” (p. 5). According to Averill (1973), customers perceive control over the process,
the decisions, and the information provision. High degrees of customer perceived control
result in competitive advantages for firms such as an increased customer adoption intention
(Meuter et al., 2005), increased customer acceptance of the service (Köhler, Rohm, De Ruyter
& Wetzels, 2011), customer satisfaction (Schulz, 2013), and less customer tension
(Netemeyer, Johnston & Burton, 1990). Furthermore, Chang (2008) found that an increased
customer perceived control in service recovery for e-services leads to higher levels of
customer satisfaction. Dong, Evans & Zhou (2008) found that increased customer control
leads to more customer intentions for future co-creation.
8.2.2. Analytical procedure exploratory analysis
The measurement scales for perceived customer control and attribution are adapted from
existing literature and previously validated scales. The items and scales to measure perceived
customer control stem from Guo et al. (2016). Guo et al. (2016) use nine items to measure
process control, decision control, and information control. After analyzing the items, four of
them were dropped. First, the three items for process control were rephrased and combined
into two items because, after rephrasing, the first and second scale of Guo et al. (2016)
reflected the same question. Additionally, two items of decision control (“How much degree
of freedom did you have to decide what you would receive as a compensation?” and “How
much opportunity where you given to appeal the compensation decisions?”) were released
because they are developed to measure a customer’s perception of control over a
compensation for a service failure, which is not the focus in the chat-based conversations of
this experiment. Finally, one item measuring information control (“I was kept updated with
the most recent progress of the complaint handling procedure”) was eliminated because the
chat-based scenarios do not represent a multiple stage process. The measures for attribution
are adapted from Folkes (1984), who used Russell’s (1982) study on attribution to develop a
dimension scale to measure attribution. Folkes (1984) measures attribution by assessing
customer perceptions of the stability of the failure, the place of occurrence, and the
controllability of the failure. The first item, ‘ATT1’ measures the stability. Items 2 to 4
measure the place of occurrence. Finally, the controllability measure was released because it
measures the same construct as perceived customer control.
Examination of the items and scales led to reversing the item ‘ATT4’ because it measured
the customer’s perceived internal attribution where the other items measure external
attribution. All attribution measures now measure the external attribution of a banking
customer. Subsequently, the item ‘ATT1’ was released because of its low factor loading is
smaller than the conservative threshold of .4 as stated by Comrey & Lee (1992) and
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Tabachnick & Fidell (2007). The Pearson correlation matrix in Table 4 shows significant
correlations between perceived customer control and the FU quality attributes and customer
satisfaction. External attribution was found to significantly correlate with availability and
customer satisfaction. These correlations imply, but not conclude, that there are causal effects
present. Then, CFA was performed and a good global fit was found (χ2 = 26.721; df = 17; pvalue = .062; GFI = .939; CFI = .945; NFI = .870; RMSEA = .075). The error terms of
‘PCC3’ and ‘PCC4’ and ‘PCC4’ and ‘PCC5’ were intercorrelated, indicating the presence of
method effects among these items (see Appendix 6). Finally, the items are found to load
significantly on the latent variables, the CR values meet the norm of > .7, discriminant
validity was found because all AVE exceed the squared correlations (see Table 5) and all
VIFs were found to be below the threshold of 4.
8.2.3. Results exploratory analysis
The model for the exploratory analysis explains an acceptable amount of variance in
customer satisfaction and is found to provide an acceptable fit with the data. Model 3 is found
to have a higher R2 than model 1 (∆R2 = .152). This implies that the addition of the FU
quality attributes to the model increases the proportion of variance in customer satisfaction
significantly. In model 2, the proportion of variance (or R2) is .229 for attribution, .281 for
efficiency, .356 for fulfillment of needs, and .220 for privacy perception. The demographic
variables, which were initially controlled for, were found to be non-significant and therefore
removed from the final analysis to maintain a parsimonious model. The results of the
exploratory analysis are presented in Table 9.
Model 1 shows a significant direct effect of perceived customer control on customer
satisfaction (β = .539, p < .0001). Moreover, model 2 shows significant direct associations of
perceived customer control with availability (β = .332, p < .05), efficiency (β = .561, p <
.0001), fulfillment of needs (β = .502, p < .0001), and privacy perception (β = -.289, p < .05).
Finally, model 3 shows significant direct associations between perceived customer control
and customer satisfaction (β = .231, p < .05), availability (β = .226, p < .05), efficiency (β =
.199, p < .05), and fulfillment of needs (β = .192, p < .05) with customer satisfaction. These
findings imply that perceived customer control in a human intervention directly leads to
higher levels of customer satisfaction and to more positive evaluations on the robo-advisor’s
availability, efficiency, and fulfillment of needs and more negative evaluations of the
customers’ perception of privacy violation by the robo-advisor. Moreover, availability,
efficiency, and fulfillment of needs serve as a partial mediator on the effect between perceived
customer control and customer satisfaction. The customers’ perception of privacy violation
was found not to mediate the association between perceived customer control and customer
satisfaction. Finally, acceptability is found to significantly and negatively influence the
customers’ perception of privacy violation. This finding implies that customers with a positive
predisposition towards using a robo-advisor express less negative perceptions of privacy
violation during a human intervention. Literature on acceptability of for instance Kuo et al.
(2011) and Köhler et al. (2011) shows similar results, stating that customers that accept
interacting with a SST instead of a frontline employee will more positively evaluate the SST.
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Table 9. Results exploratory multiple regression analysis
Dependent variables

Model 1
Customer satisfaction
B (SE)
Β
t-value

Model 2
B (SE)

Availability
β

t-value

B (SE)

Efficiency
β

t-value

B (SE)

Fulfillment of needs
β

t-value

Privacy perception
B (SE)
β
t-value

Model 3
Customer satisfaction
B (SE)
β
t-value

Control variables
Acceptability
Technology readiness
Perception of why
R2
Radj2
F

.060 (.091)
.074 (.098)
-.066 (.070)
.179
.146
5.389**

.063
.075
-.073

.662
.753
-.947

-.050 (.107)
.031 (.116)
.032 (.083)
.081
.043
2.171

.052
.031
.035

.463
.265
.389

.180 (.100)
.129 (.108)
-.025 (.077)
.201
.169
6.221***

.190
.132
-.028

1.813
1.203
-.327

.143 (.087)
.085 (.094)
-.025 (.067)
.218
.186
6.881****

.162
.094
.030

1.643
-.903
-.376

-.265 (.110)
-.208 (.119)
-.110 (.085)
.235
.204
7.605****

-.265*
-.202
-.115

-2.410
-1.753
-1.303

-.041 (.083)
.004 (.087)
-.073 (.061)
.179
.146
5.389**

-.043
.004
-.080

-.495
.050
-1.199

Moderator
Involvement

-.193 (.160)

-.097

-1.202

-.137 (.189)

-.069

-.725

-.034 (.175)

-.017

-.192

-.158 (.153)

-.087

-1.031

-.094 (.194)

-.045

-.487

-.132 (.140)

-.067

-.946

Independent variables
PCC
External attribution
PCC × Involvement
EA × Involvement
R2
Radj2
∆R2
F

.532 (.115)
-.167 (.094)
.036 (.156)
-.044 (.156)
.470
.426
.291
10.545****

.539****
.169
.026
-.027

4.627
-1.786
.230
-.280

.328 (.136)
-.193 (.110)
.138 (.184)
-.041 (.184)
.263
.200
.182
4.227***

.332*
-.196
.100
-.025

2.417
-1.751
.754
-.225

.549 (.126)
-.027 (.102)
.333 (.170)
-.140 (.171)
.358
.304
.157
6.618****

.561****
-.028
-.242*
-.086

4.370
-.267
-1.956
-.817

.455 (.110)
-.116 (.089)
-.044 (.148)
-.069 (.149)
.430
.382
.212
8.963****

.502****
-.128
-.035
-.046

4.152
-1.303
-.297
-.464

-.298 (.139)
.134 (.113)
.172 (.188)
-.002 (.189)
.294
.235
.059
4.953****

-.289*
.129
.118
-.001

-2.147
.1.184
.913
.012

.228 (.114)
-.083 (.083)
.098 (.140)
.007 (.135)
.470
.426
.291
10.545****

.231*
-.084
.070
.005

1.996
-1.000
.696
.055

.217 (.085)
.200 (.095)
.209 (.104)
-.093 (.074)
.622
.572
.152
12.465****

.217*
.199*
.192*
-.097

2.558
2.105
2.014
-1.253

.
Mediation effects
Availability
Efficiency
Fulfillment of needs
Privacy perception
R2
Radj2
∆R2
F
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ****p<.0001
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9. Conclusion and discussion
This research comprehended a graduation project for the master Innovation Management at
Eindhoven University of Technology. It was conducted to find an answer to the following
research question:
“How can financial institutions maximize positive evaluations of different types of financial
services through the design of a robo-advisor’s proactivity and human intervention?”
Three sub questions were developed to answer this research question:
1. What is the effect of a robo-advisor’s functional configuration of proactivity and
human intervention on customer satisfaction?
2. How do the functional-utilitarian quality attributes mediate the association of a roboadvisor’s proactivity and human intervention with customer satisfaction?
3. How do customer satisfaction and evaluations of a robo-advisor functional-utilitarian
quality attributes differ per type of financial service?
The purpose of this research was to fill the literature gaps on proactivity and human
intervention (see paragraph 2.2.2). By answering the sub-questions and research question,
new insights into the functional configuration of human intervention and proactivity in service
robots in general and robo-advisors in particular were developed. Moreover, this research
assessed customer responses to these HRI taxonomy parameters and made the distinction
between customer responses for two types of financial services (low-involvement and highinvolvement financial services) as characterized by Ding et al. (2007). It was expected that
Falk et al.’s (2010) FU quality attributes (availability, efficiency, fulfillment of needs, and
perception of privacy violation) mediate the association between proactivity and customer
satisfaction and human intervention and customer satisfaction. Because previous studies have
reported both partial and full mediation effects of customer service quality evaluations, the
direct effects of proactivity and human intervention on customer satisfaction were also tested.
Differences between low-involvement and high-involvement financial services were expected
in the way how financial institutions can maximize positive customer evaluations of a roboadvisor’s proactivity and human intervention (see paragraph 4.2).
9.1. Theoretical implications
The results of this research show that financial institutions have to use different ways to
maximize positive evaluations of different types of financial services through the design of a
robo-advisor’s proactivity and human intervention. In this paragraph, the different theoretical
implications of this conclusion are presented. First, involvement was found to have significant
lower evaluations of availability, efficiency, fulfillment of needs, and customer satisfaction.
Based on this finding, it can be concluded that customers express more negative evaluations
of a robo-advisor for a high-involvement financial service with respect to a low-involvement
financial service. An explanation for this finding could be found in the studies of Auh et al.
(2007), Ding et al. (2007), and Dulleck & Kerschbamer (2006). They state, respectively, that
customers might require a human expert opinion, personalization, and situational adaptive
assistance to form their own assessments and evaluations of the financial service. Roboadvisors that offer just automated service could, in this light, lead to negative customer
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evaluations because they are less able to offer this type of service. In the following
paragraphs, the findings are discussed elaborately.
9.1.1. Theoretical implications of human intervention
The association between human intervention and customer satisfaction was found to be
partially mediated by efficiency for both low-involvement financial services and highinvolvement financial services. In the case of low-involvement financial services, a negative
direct effect of human intervention on customer satisfaction and on efficiency were found.
These findings imply that customers appropriate feelings of dissatisfaction and negative
evaluations of the efficiency of the robo-advisor. These findings are in line with the work of
respectively Xue et at. (2000) and Globerson & Maggard (1991), implying that customers
want to consume services with efficient interactions and that, for low-involvement financial
services, efficient interactions are characterized by the avoidance of a frontline employee. In
the case of high-involvement financial services, a positive direct effect of human intervention
on customer satisfaction and on efficiency were found. These findings are in line with Baker
& Dellaert (2017) and imply that customers appropriate feelings of satisfaction and positive
evaluations of the efficiency of the robo-advisor when a human intervention is present.
The theoretical implication here is that fully automating frontline financial services is not
an answer to meet changing customer needs. This research provides empirical support for
Baker & Dellaert’s (2017) appropriated importance for hybrid robo-advisors and for the
stream of scholars that vouches for the importance of human monitoring of service robots
(e.g. Kortenkamp et al., 2002). Moreover, these findings support the work of Huang et al.,
(2003), implying that the human-robot trade-off should be managed accurately in frontline
services containing service robots. The newness of these findings is that they provide a
theoretical basis for the trade-off of automated and human advice and the design of hybrid
robo-advisory solutions. More specifically, this research proofs that the design of hybrid
service robots and hybrid robo-advisors can be based on the degree of customer involvement
of the financial service. Furthermore, this research has shown that using customer
involvement as a guideline and differentiator for the human advice-automated advice tradeoff, leads to positive customer evaluations and customer satisfaction if done correctly.
9.1.2. Theoretical implications of proactivity
Negative full mediation effects of all FU quality attributes were found on the association
between proactivity and customer satisfaction for low-involvement financial services. This
finding implies that customers base their satisfaction with a robo-advisor for a lowinvolvement financial service on the availability, efficiency, need-fulfillment and privacy
perception, supporting the work of Parasuraman et al. (2005). Moreover, proactive roboadvisory in low-involvement financial services leads to a decrease in customer satisfaction.
This finding is additive the work of for instance De Jong & De Ruyter (2004), Spiro & Weitz
(1990), and Humphfrey & Ashforth (1994) and provides new empirical proof for the literature
stream that vouches for reactive frontline service behavior. For high-involvement financial
services, positive full mediation effects of availability, efficiency, and fulfillment of needs
were found on the association between proactivity and customer satisfaction. This finding
implies that proactive robo-advisors enable customers to appropriate more positive
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evaluations of the quality of the robo-advisor, which on its turn leads to an increased customer
satisfaction. Interestingly, this finding supports the literature stream that vouches for proactive
frontline service behavior (e.g. Schrempf et al., 2005; Wels-Lips et al., 1998). Furthermore,
this finding contradicts the statements that situational adaptation to customers using reactive
robo-advisors would be a requirement in the provision of high-involvement financial services
(Dawling et al., 2011; Kärkkäinen et al, 2001; Lagrosen, 2001). Further research is needed to
gain more understanding about the exact reasons for this contradiction.
Where perception of privacy violation was found to positively mediate – and thereby
negatively influence customer satisfaction because the construct is negative by nature – the
association between proactivity and human intervention for low-involvement financial
services, no mediation effect was found in the case of high-involvement financial services.
This finding implies that customers are only negatively privacy sensitive when consuming a
low-involvement financial service with a proactive robo-advisor. In other words, customers
could experience a privacy violation when using a robo-advisor to apply for a new banking
card, which leads to decreased levels of customer satisfaction. For high-involvement financial
service consumption, proactivity was found not to lead to customer perceptions of privacy
violation. This finding could be explained by the nature of the high-involvement financial
service. For services that require higher levels of customer involvement and being involved
with large information asymmetries (Ding et al., 2007), customers could need a personalized
approach (Wells et al., 1999) to eliminate these information asymmetries and to form their
own evaluations. Following Grant et al., (2009), proactivity in frontline service encounters
with service robots is rather anticipated than adaptive and therefore less able to personalize
HRIs and offerings. Further research is needed to confirm if this theory applies for roboadvisors too.
The theoretical implication here is that both proactive and reactive frontline behavior in
robo-advisory is desired, supporting the findings of for instance Bitner et al. (1990) and
Kirkman & Rosen (1999). This research has shown that it highly depends on the type of
service what type of frontline behavior increases positive customer evaluations and customer
satisfaction. More specifically, this research has shown that differences in customer
involvement and information asymmetries between different financial serves are a reason for
positive consequences of proactive or reactive frontline behavior in service robots and roboadvisors. In conclusion, these findings fill the first literature gap (see paragraph 2.2.2) by
providing new theoretical insights into dynamical adapting the degree of proactivity in
frontline behavior depending on the type of service using service robots and robo-advisors.
9.1.3. Theoretical implications exploratory analysis
The exploratory analysis has provided theoretical insights in the importance of perceived
customer control in a human intervention. The association between perceived customer
control and customer satisfaction was found to be partially mediated by availability,
efficiency, and fulfillment of needs. These findings support the findings of, for instance,
Chang (2008) and Schulz (2013) that perceived customer control is positively associated with
customer satisfaction.
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The found positive associations between perceived customer control and customer
satisfaction do not directly provide new theoretical insights. However, the theoretical
implication of this exploratory analysis is that perceived customer control in a human
intervention shows similar effects as perceived customer control in service recovery. Existing
academic literature does not directly links human intervention in service robots and roboadvisors with service recovery, but rather as a monitoring mechanism (Kortenkamp et al.,
2002; Bruemmer et al., 2002) or a secondary service interaction channel next to automated
channels (Baker & Dellaert, 2017; Reinders et al., 2008). The results of the exploratory
analysis of this research link the academic fields of HRI (by means of human intervention)
and service recovery, providing a starting point for more research into using human
interventions in robo-advisory as a service recovery mechanism. However, this theoretical
implication should be interpreted cautiously because of the explorative nature of the analysis.
9.2. Managerial implications and recommendations
Where financial institutions are increasingly using (mobile) messenger self-service
chatbots and robo-advisors in their frontline service encounters (Van Eeuwen, 2017), the
results of this research support the view that financial institutions should carefully design and
manage their frontline service encounters when implementing robo-advisors (Yanco & Drury,
2004). It is recommended to incorporate a dynamic trade-off in both proactivity and human
intervention when designing a robo-advisor that offers both advice and assistance for lowinvolvement and high-involvement financial services. The interaction effects of involvement
(see Figure 10) show that it is of crucial importance that a robo-advisor for different types of
financial services adopts its functional configuration depending on the type of financial
service it is providing. When this is not done correctly, this is very likely to harm customer
evaluations and customer satisfaction. Therefore, to translate the answer to the research
question into practical recommendations, it is recommended that financial institutions use
different strategies to maximize positive customer evaluations of robo-advisors for different
types of financial services.
First, for low-involvement financial services, financial institutions are recommended to use
a reactive robo-advisor without a human intervention. Moreover, since customers base their
satisfaction of the robo-advisor for a low-involvement financial service on the FU quality
attributes, it is recommended to use these attributes as a core focus in the design of a roboadvisory solution for a low-involvement financial service. Concretely, following the nature of
the FU quality attributes as initially described by Parasuraman et al. (2005), this has five
implications:
1. Do not proactively approach customers nor force the availability of the robo-advisors
to customers and do not let the robo-advisor take the lead in the HRI. Make sure that
customers know that they can start an interaction whenever they desire;
2. Ensure the continuous availability of the robo-advisor by making sure that customers
can consume the service anywhere and anytime they desire, robo-advisor launches
immediately when the customer desires, and the robo-advisor provides a homogeneous
and constant performance;
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3. Install a task-fulfillment focus of the robo-advisor and respond quickly to customer
requests. Moreover, make sure that the robo-advisor is easy to use;
4. Do not overpromise but deliver to the promises made about the robo-advisor and give
accurate advice as requested by customers;
5. Use as little as behavioral and customer information and offer a trustworthy service
interaction and environment.
Second, for high-involvement financial services, financial institutions are recommended to
use a proactive robo-advisor with a human intervention. Within this human intervention,
customers demand high degrees of control over the human intervention. Customers directly
base their satisfaction with the robo-advisor on these configurations of both functionalities.
Moreover, customers base their satisfaction in this case on evaluations of the efficiency of the
robo-advisor. Concretely, this has three implications:
1. Offer a hybrid robo-advisory solution for the consumption of a high-involvement
financial service. This recommendation is in line with the recent conclusions of Baker
& Dellaert (2017) on the importance of human relationship layers on top of automated
advisory layers. Moreover, clearly communicate to the customers that there indeed is
an option for human intervention and that they can exert control over the human
intervention. Control over the human intervention means that a human intervention
should be available whenever the customer desires and that the human advisor
efficiently responds to the customers’ requests. The implications of a human
intervention are, for instance, making sure that the human advisor can educate the
customer on elements of the financial service that require in-depth knowledge (Ding et
al., 2007) and assist customers in forming their own assessments and evaluations
(Dulleck & Kerschbamer, 2006);
2. Use a proactive robo-advisor in the provision of high-involvement financial services.
Following existing literature, this has several implications such as ensuring effective
guidance of customers through the HRI (Wells et al., 1999) and installing anticipatory
customer assistance mechanisms (Grant et al., 2009);
3. Increase the customers’ perceptions of participation in the decision-making process
towards the creation of the result, the design of the personalized financial service
itself, and the provision of information during the creation process of the financial
service (Guo et al., 2016).
Finally, it can be concluded that the market is not ready yet for fully automated services.
As stated above, a human intervention is still desired in the consumption of a highinvolvement financial service. Additionally, the effects of the control variables show that
different customer segments appropriate different evaluations regarding functional
configurations of robo-advisors. These findings have the following managerial implications
for financial institutions using robo-advisors:
1. Use market segmentation in the robo-advisor’s implementation strategy. Identify
customer segments and label them based on their technology readiness and
acceptability of interacting with a robo-advisor. When implementing a robo-advisory
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solution, market the robo-advisor towards these customer segments. Following
customer adoption theories of for instance Rogers (2010) and Moore (1991), positive
customer evaluations by innovators and early adopters serve as a trigger for the mass
market to adopt a new technology;
2. Market the robo-advisor towards young customers and/or highly educated customers.
This can be done, for instance, by offering a robo-advisory solution for specific
financial services that are more consumed by these demographic profiles or by
personalizing online and mobile banking environments.
9.3. Limitations and directions for future research
This study has several limitations that can be directions for future research. First, the scope
of this research is limited by two types of financial services (low-involvement financial
service and high-involvement financial service) where Ding et al. (2007) have identified four
types of financial services. Besides a differentiation in customer involvement and credence,
the specificity of the financial services could have influenced the results. In other words, the
effects were tested for just a banking card application and a mortgage advice and not for other
types of low-involvement and high-involvement financial services. Therefore, it is
recommended to apply this research to other financial services to validate the results.
Second, this research is limited to robo-advisory in the Dutch financial sector. It is
recommended to conduct a cross-sectoral research, an internationally focused research, or a
combination of both to investigate whether the results of this research also account in other
sectors and other countries.
Third, the scenarios could have served a bias because some of the scenarios used to test the
manipulations in proactivity and human intervention are not kept completely consistent. For
instance, scenario 1 contains stolen banking card and scenario 2 a lost banking card. This
slight difference could be considered as a third manipulation next to proactivity and human
intervention, which could have influenced the results of this research. A recommended future
research direction is to test whether this did influence the results of this research, for instance
by conducting the same experiment with more consistent scenarios.
Fourth, theoretical framework was built around customer evaluations of the quality of a
robo-advisor. Because the experiment was conducted with self-built chatbots and time and
resource constraints were a factor, it was decided to purely focus on the functional quality of
the robo-advisor. However, according to Falk et al. (2010) and Chitturi et al. (2008),
customers also base the evaluation of an e-service on hedonic quality attributes. Hedonic
quality attributes can be used to aesthetic, experiential, and enjoyment-related evaluations of
customers (Chitturi et al., 2008). Falk et al. (2010) have identified the e-service’s design,
enjoyment, and image as hedonic attributes. These attributes were left outside the scope of
this research because they measure different elements of the robo-advisor that were not able
to be tested because of the time and resource constraints. To get a more holistic and complete
view of customer evaluations, it is recommended to incorporate the hedonic quality attributes
in the model too when testing customer responses to robo-advisors. This can be done by
conducting a qualitative research by finding out preferences of customers on how they desire
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the hedonic quality of the robo-advisor to be. Then, a quantitative study can be conducted to
test how customers react to different servicescapes or configurations of the hedonic quality
attributes.
Fifth, the control effects for age and technology readiness should be interpreted with
caution. In the ANOVA analysis (see paragraph 7.3), the population mean for age was found
to be significant among scenarios 1.1 and 1.3. Therefore, the control effect of age on
fulfillment of needs (see Table 6) should be interpreted carefully and validated in a new
research. Additionally, the CR and AVE measures of technology readiness did not meet the
statistical thresholds. However multicollinearity was not a problem for this control variable, it
is recommended to conduct a research in the same context as this research to validate the
control effect of technology readiness.
Sixth, this research does not consider the underlying emotions of the evaluations of the
robo-advisor. Literature on customer evaluations clearly states that feelings of, for instance,
frustration, sadness, and anger can lead to negative evaluations (Tronvoll, 2011; Guchait &
Namasivayam, 2012; Susskind, 2004). Qualitative research could zoom-into the underlying
emotions of the evaluations assessed in this research, providing a more in-depth and
comprehensive understanding of the results of this research. The results of this qualitative
study could provide valuable insights in emotional and cognitive mechanisms of customers,
which provides a better understanding of underlying reasons for and emotions of customer
evaluations of the robo-advisor
Finally, some effects for demographic variables were found. Future research could focus
on the differences among demographics. This can be done to explain these influences and to
draw more extensive conclusions and recommendations on how robo-advisory evaluations
differ among demographics. These conclusions and recommendations can be used by
financial institutions and other firms to differentiate their frontline service provision among
different types of customers.
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11. Appendices
Appendix 1. Service robot taxonomy (Yanco & Drury, 2004)

1. Task type;
2. Task critically;
3. Robot morphology;
4. Ratio of people to robots;
5. Composition of robot teams;
6. Level of shared interaction among teams;
7. Interaction roles;
8. Type of human-robot physical proximity;
9. Decision support for operators;
10. Times/space taxonomy;
11. Autonomy level/amount of intervention.
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Appendix 2. Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons among the demographic variable age

Dependent Variable
Age

Tukey HSD Multiple Comparisons
(I) Scenario
(J) Scenario
Mean Difference (I-J)
1.1
1.2
.139
1.3
.435*
1.4
.239
2.1
.134
2.2
.233
2.3
.359
2.4
.155
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Std. Error
.121
.127
.126
.125
.132
.126
.130

Sig.
.945
.017
.557
.961
.646
.090
.934

Appendix 3. Scenarios expriment

Scenario 1 – Reactive advice and no human intervention
The customer initiates the conversation by having chosen a chatbot for a particular financial
service. Hence, the customer knows that (s)he is interacting with a chatbot. The chatbot is developed
for the provision of advice of that particular financial service based on the customer’s preferences and
needs. The chatbot asks a set of scripted questions and acts according to the customer’s answers, but
does not initiate any other actions. If the customer does not understand the chatbot’s question or
answer, or if the customer requires more explanation, the chatbot gives this extra information if the
customer asks for it. Finally, if the customer still does not understand the chatbot’s question, answer,
or explanation, the chatbot makes a reference to other customer service channels for more information
and asks if the customer wants to continue the interaction.
Scenario 2 – Reactive advice and human intervention
The customer initiates the conversation by having chosen a chatbot for a particular financial
service. Hence, the customer knows that (s)he is interacting with a chatbot. The chatbot is developed
for the provision of advice of that particular financial service based on the customer’s preferences and
needs. The chatbot asks a set of scripted questions and acts according to the customer’s answers, but
does not initiate any other actions. If the customer does not understand the chatbot’s question or
answer, or if the customer requires more explanation, the chatbot gives this extra information if the
customer asks for it. Finally, if the customer still does not understand the chatbot’s question, answer,
or explanation, the chatbot offers the possibility to talk to a live human advisor. Since this scenario
represents reactive advice, the customer decides if (s)he needs a human intervention.
Scenario 3 – Proactive advice and no human intervention
The chatbot initiates the conversation by sending a pop-up or a push notification to the customer.
Hence, the customer knows that (s)he is contacted by a chatbot. This message contains an offering for
an advice for a particular financial service and emerges from the bank’s assessment of the customer’s
personal information and behavioral data. If the customer accepts the chatbot’s offer, the chatbot asks
a set of scripted question and acts according to the customer’s answers. If the customer does not
understand the chatbot’s question or answer, or if the customer requires more explanation, the chatbot
automatically gives this extra information. Finally, if the customer still does not understand the
chatbot’s question, answer, or explanation, the chatbot makes a reference to other customer service
channels for more information.
Scenario 4 – Proactive advice and human intervention
The chatbot initiates the conversation by sending a pop-up or a push notification to the customer.
Hence, the customer knows that (s)he is contacted by a chatbot. This message contains an offering for
an advice for a particular financial service and emerges from the bank’s assessment of the customer’s
personal information and behavioral data. If the customer accepts the chatbot’s offer, the chatbot asks
a set of scripted question and acts according to the customer’s answers. If the customer does not
understand the chatbot’s question or answer, or if the customer requires more explanation, the chatbot
automatically gives this extra information. Finally, if the customer still does not understand the
chatbot’s question, answer, or explanation, the chatbot links the customer to a live human advisor.
Since this scenario represents proactive advice, the chatbot is in control over if an escalation happens
and the timing of the escalation.
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Appendix 4. Scripts chat conversation experiment
Scenario 1 – Banking card advisor
-Bot: Application banking card;
-Link: https://mobilebankingapp.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Simple FS, reactive, and no human intervention.
Customer
Good morning

Chatbot
Hello Mrs. Watson. How are you doing today? My name is Bonnie
the banking card administrator and advisor. If I understood
correctly, you want to apply for a new banking card. Is this
correct?

That’s correct, yes
Okay, Mrs. Watson. Very well. If I may ask, what is the reason
that you want to apply for a new banking card?
My card got stolen
I'm sorry to hear that, Mrs. Watson. Would you like me to block
your card?
Yes please
Very well, Mrs. Watson. I will block your card as soon as this
conversation is finished (card number 0123456789).
Would you like to keep your current pin code for your new card,
Mrs. Watson?
Yes, I do
You will keep the same pin code for your new banking card.
Would you like to personalize your new card with a personal
image?
Yeah that might be fun
I like your card already! Please upload the image you want on your
card by clicking on the paperclip next to the typing space. If you
are sure about your choice, please confirm to me by saying 'yes'.
Yes
Beautiful, your card looks awesome!
Alright then, Mrs. Watson. Let me summarize your preferences:
Apply new card: Yes, Reason: Stolen card, Block card: Yes, Keep
PIN code: Yes, Personalize card: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mrs. Watson?
No, I want to change something please
What would you like to change, Mrs. Watson?
The pin code
Do you want to keep your current pin code?
No, I want a new one
That's fine. You will receive a new PIN code together with your
card.
Let me summarize for you, Mrs. Watson. Apply new card: Yes,
Reason: Stolen card, Block card: Yes, Keep PIN code: No,
Personalize card: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mrs. Watson?
Hold on, I also want a second card
Thank you, Mrs. Watson. Is the second card for yourself?
No, for my partner
In order to apply for a card for your bank account for another
person, you are legally obliged to authorize this person to your
banking account. This process requires filling in an application
form and uploading a scan of a valid passport or ID card. To do so,
please go to our website. Do you want to apply for a second card
for yourself?
No
To apply for a card for your partner, I am happy to refer you to our
website. There you can arrange the authorization. Do you require
further assistance, Mrs. Watson?
No thanks
Thank you for your answer, Mrs. Watson. I am gladly to help you
with all your questions regarding applications for banking cards.
For assistance on other manners I advise you to check our
webpage or to contact our customer service center. I wish you a
great day, Mrs. Watson.
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Scenario 2 – Banking card advisor
-Bot: Application banking cad;
-Link: https://mobilebankingapp.mybluemix.net/);
-Configuration: Simple FS, reactive, and human intervention.
Customer
Hello

Chatbot
Hello Mrs. Watson. How are you doing today? My name is Bonnie
the banking card administrator and advisor. If I understood
correctly, you want to apply for a new banking card. Is this
correct?

That’s correct, yes
Okay, Mrs. Watson. Very well. If I may ask, what is the reason
that you want to apply for a new banking card?
I lost my card on vacation
I'm sorry to hear that, Mrs. Watson. Would you like me to block
your card?
Yes, please
Very well, Mrs. Watson. I will block your card as soon as this
conversation is finished (card number 0123456789).
Would you like to keep your current pin code for your new card,
Mrs. Watson?
No, I want a new one
I will provide you with a new pin code when sending the new card
to your home address.
Would you like to personalize your new card with a personal
image?
Only if I don’t have to pay for it
Unfortunately, I couldn't understand what you meant, Mrs.
Watson. I will now link you to a live human agent who is happy to
assist you with all your questions. Thank you for your time and
have a great day!
Hello, Mrs. Watson. My name is John Johnson and I will be happy
to assist you with all your questions. If I understand correctly, you
have a question regarding a personalized banking card. What do
you want to know?
Hi John. I would like to know if I have to pay to personalize my
new card
That's a good question, Mrs. Watson. You won't have to pay a free
to personalize your card. However, pay attention to the fact that a
banking card is 85,60 mm wide and 53,98 mm high. I advise you
to upload an image that has a horizontal (or landscape) mode. This
will make the image fit nicely on your partner's banking card :).
Can I assist you with anything else, Mrs. Watson?
When will I receive my new card if I personalize it?
You will receive the personalized banking card at your home
address within 5 working days.
Do you have another question, Mrs. Watson?
No
Right then, Mrs. Watson. Let's continue the process for the
application of a new banking card. Do you want to personalize the
card?
Yes, sure
Very well, Mrs. Watson. Please upload the image you want and
say 'yes' to confirm.
Yes
Looking good, Mrs. Watson. Great choice!
Now let me summarize your choices for you. Apply new card:
Yes, Reason: Stolen card, Block card: Yes, Keep PIN code: No,
Personalize card: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mrs. Watson?
No, I want to change something
What would you like to change, Mrs. Watson?
The pin code
Do you want to keep your current pin code?
Yes, please
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All right. Your PIN code will not be changed.
Let me summarize for you, Mrs. Watson. Apply new card: Yes,
Reason: Stolen card, Block card: Yes, Keep PIN code: Yes,
Personalize card: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mrs. Watson?
Yes, excellent
Good job, Mrs. Watson. You have been great. Within 5 working
days you will receive the new card at your home address. For
assistance on other topics, please select one of our other chatbots,
visit our website or contact our customer service center. I wish you
a great day, Mrs. Watson!

Scenario 3 – Banking card advisor
-Bot: Authorization banking cad;
-Link: https://authorizationbankingcard.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Simple FS, proactive, and no human intervention.
Customer

Chatbot
Hello Mr. Watson. How are you doing today? My name is Betsy
the banking card administrator. I see that you authorized your
partner to use your checking account a month ago. Would you like
to receive a second banking card for this account for your partner?

How do you know this?
Based on your customer portfolio profile in our system, I have
noticed that the request for a banking card for your partner was not
completed yet. If you have further questions on how this works,
please feel free to contact our customer service center or to visit
our website.
Do you still want a second banking card for your partner, Mr.
Watson?
Yes, please. Thanks!
Okay, Mr. Watson. Very well. For legally obliged verification, can
you please tell me the full name of your partner as stated in your
partner's passport?
Wendy Watson
Thanks, Mr. Watson. Your partner's name is successfully verified
:)!
Would you like to personalize your partner's banking card with a
personal image, Mr. Watson?
Only if I don’t have to pay an additional fee
I do not understand what you mean, Mr. Watson. Would you like
to personalize your partner's banking card with a personal image?
Only if it’s free
Uploading and using your personalized image is free of charge.
You will not have to pay anything for a customized banking card.
If you require further assistance on other manners related to
banking cards, please visit our website or contact our customer
service center.
Do you wish to continue with the procedure, Mr. Watson?
Yes, please
Great choice, Mr. Watson. Please upload a picture by clicking on
the paperclip below. If you are certain of your choice, please say
'yes' to confirm.
Yes
Thank you for your assistance, Mr. Watson. You and your partner
will receive the card at your home address within 5 working days.
If you have any other questions, please do not hesitate to visit our
website, contact our customer service center or try one of our
interactive chatbots in your online banking environment. I wish
you a great day, Mr. Watson!

Scenario 4 – Banking card advisor
-Bot: Authorization banking cad;
-Link: https://authorizationbankingcard.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Simple FS, proactive, and human intervention.
Customer

Chatbot
Hello Mr. Watson. How are you doing today? My name is Betsy
the banking card administrator. I see that you authorized your
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partner to use your checking account a month ago. Would you like
to receive a second banking card for this account for your partner?
How do you know this?
Based on your customer portfolio profile in our system, I have
noticed that the request for a banking card for your partner was not
completed yet. If you have further questions on how this works,
please feel free to contact our customer service center or to visit
our website.
Do you still want a second banking card for your partner, Mr.
Watson?
Yes, please. Thanks!
Okay, Mr. Watson. Very well. For legally obliged verification, can
you please tell me the full name of your partner as stated in your
partner's passport?
Wendy Watson
Thanks, Mr. Watson. Your partner's name is successfully verified
:)!
Would you like to personalize your partner's banking card with a
personal image, Mr. Watson?
Only if I don’t have to pay an additional fee
I do not understand what you mean, Mr. Watson. Would you like
to personalize your partner's banking card with a personal image?
Like I said, only if I don’t have to pay an additional fee
Unfortunately, I couldn't understand what you meant, Mr. Watson.
I will link you to one of our live human agents, who are happy to
assist you with all your questions. Thank you for your time and I
wish you a great day, Mr. Watson.
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is John Johnson and I will be happy
to assist you with all your questions. If I understand correctly, you
have a question regarding a personalized banking card. What do
you want to know?
Hi John. I would like to know if I have to pay to personalize my
partner’s card
That's a good question, Mr. Watson. You won't have to pay a free
to personalize your card. However, pay attention to the fact that a
banking card is 85,60 mm wide and 53,98 mm high. I advise you
to upload an image that has a horizontal (or landscape) mode. This
will make the image fit nicely on your partner's banking card :).
Can I assist you with anything else, Mr. Watson?
When will I receive my partner’s card if I personalize it?
You will receive the personalized banking card at your home
address within 5 working days.
Okay
Do you have another question, Mr. Watson?
No, that was it
Right then, Mr. Watson. I will link you back to Betsy. Thank you
for your questions and have a great day! Kind regards, John.
Great choice, Mr. Watson. Please upload a picture by clicking on
the paperclip below. If you are certain of your choice, please say
'yes' to confirm.
Yes
Thank you for your assistance, Mr. Watson. You and your partner
will receive the card at your home address within 5 working days.
If you have any other questions, please do not hesitate to visit our
website, contact our customer service center or try one of our
interactive chatbots in your online banking environment. I wish
you a great day, Mr. Watson!

Scenario 5 – Mortgage advisor
-Bot: Mortgage advisor;
-Link: https://mortgageadvice1.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Complex FS, reactive, and no human intervention.
Customer
Hello

Chatbot
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is Molly and it is my pleasure to
assist you in making a decision regarding your mortgage. If I
understood correctly, you would like to have an advice on your
mortgage?
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I don’t know what this is
I'm sorry, but I don't understand what you mean Mr. Watson.
Would you like to receive an advice on which mortgage fits your
situation the best?
I want to buy a house, yes
I'm sorry, Mr. Watson. I can't help you with this. For more
information, I am happy to refer you to our website or our
customer service center.
What I can do for you is give you a mortgage advice. Would you
like to have an advice on what type of mortgage fits you best?
Yes please
Very well, Mr. Watson. Let's start! Would you be prepared to pay
a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it means paying less
money in interest? You don't have to pay the fee upfront, you can
also add it to the amount of money you will be borrowing.
I'm sorry, I don't understand what the question is
I'm sorry, Mr. Watson. I don't understand what you mean. Would
you be prepared to pay a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it
meant paying less money in interest?
Ah, yes sure
It is not necessary to pay the fee upfront, you can also add it to the
amount you will be borrowing. Do you want to pay the fee
upfront?
No thanks
Very well, Mr. Watson. According to our Credit & Affordability
Checks, you will be able to pay your mortgage back in 22 years.
However, we advise you a term of 30 years. Do you agree with
this term?
No
Be aware that we advise a repayment term of 30 years because the
number one reason of people repaying their mortgage earlier is
divorce. Are you sure you want to pay back your mortgage in 22
years?
Not any more
Excellent choice, Mr. Watson. Based on your personal information
it is the best option to set the repayment term on 30 years. It is in
the Netherlands the most common and, most importantly, the most
secure repayment term in your case. If you do change your mind
about the repayment term, please do not hesitate to contact us.
The next question is about the risk in your monthly payment and if
you want this to be predictable (fixed) or variable. A fixed rate
means paying the same rate monthly over a mutually agreed time
period. A variable rate means that the rate can increase or decrease
per month, but that you have the freedom to repay unlimited
without having to pay penalties. Based on your income and
expected income changes in the future, would you prefer a fixed or
a variable rate?
Fixed rate
Your preference for a fixed rate is saved, Mr. Watson. If you desire
to change this later, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Now let's talk about the initial (or introductory) interest rate.
For fixed repayment rates, you can set your initial interest rate for
2, 3, or 5 years. People that expect not to stay too long in their
property or that don't want to be fixed to a deal for a long time,
often choose an introductory interest rate of 2 years. People that
desire stability but want to keep the option for evaluation open,
often prefer an introductory interest rate of 3 years. And finally,
people that want long-term predictable payments and lock-in the
interest rate as long as possible, often choose an introductory
interest rate of 5 years. Do you want an introductory interest rate
of 2, 3 or 5 years?
I want an introductory interest rate of 2 years
Excellent, Mr. Watson. Your initial interest rate is set at 2 years. If
you desire to change this in the future, please don't hesitate to
contact us.
According to law and regulations, people are allowed to make over
payments without being charged with a penalty of up to a
percentage that differs per mortgage product. Are you, for instance
because of a flexible income or a job that comes with bonuses,
likely to or to you want to keep the possibility to make over
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payments of more than 5% per year?
Yes
Your preference for the possibility to make over payments is
saved, Mr. Watson.
You're doing great, Mr. Watson. Let me ask you one final question
before we can wrap it up. I'm asking you this question to be sure
that your mortgage is affordable and will stay affordable in the
future. Do you expect any income changes in the near foreseeable
future?
Yes, I do
Thank you for your answer, Mr. Watson. We will consider this in
our offer to be sure that your mortgage remains affordable.
Awesome, Mr. Watson! Well done! Let me summarize your
preferences for you: Type of interaction: Mortgage advice; Fee
preference: Fee as addition to borrowed money; Repayment term:
30 years; Type of rate: Fixed; Initial interest rate: 2 years; Over
payments expectation: Yes; Expected income change in near
future: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mr. Watson?
No, I want to change something
Alright, Mr. Watson. What would you like to change?
I want to change the initial interest rate
Do you want an introductory interest rate of 2, 3, or 5 years?
3 years, please
Great, your adjustment is saved!
Awesome, Mr. Watson! Well done! Let me summarize your
preferences for you: Type of interaction: Mortgage advice; Fee
preference: Fee as addition to borrowed money; Repayment term:
30 years; Type of rate: Fixed; Initial interest rate: 3 years; Over
payments expectation: Yes; Expected income change in near
future: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mr. Watson?
No, I’m sorry. I want to change something else
Alright, Mr. Watson. What would you like to change?
The fee
Do you want to pay a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it
means paying less money in interest?
No
Great, your adjustment is saved!
Awesome, Mr. Watson! Well done! Let me summarize your
preferences for you: Type of interaction: Mortgage advice; Fee
preference: No fee; Repayment term: 30 years; Type of rate:
Fixed; Initial interest rate: 3 years; Over payments expectation:
Yes; Expected income change in near future: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mr. Watson?
Yes, thanks
Thank you, Mr. Watson. It was a pleasure to work together with
you. I have sent our mortgage advice to your e-mail address.
Please take your time to study it. If you have any questions,
remarks or uncertainties, please don't hesitate to contact our
website or customer service center. If you decide to go with the
mortgage we have presented to you, please contact your personal
advisor so we can finalize the process. For now I wish you a great
day, Mr. Watson!
Scenario 6 – Mortgage advisor
-Bot: Mortgage advisor;
-Link: https://mortgageadvice2.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Complex FS, reactive, and human intervention.
Customer
Hello

Chatbot
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is Molly the mortgage advisor and it
is my pleasure to assist you in making a decision regarding your
mortgage. If I understood correctly, you would like to have an
advice on your mortgage?

Yes, please
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Very well, Mr. Watson. Let's start! Would you be prepared to pay
a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it means paying less
money in interest? You don't have to pay the fee upfront, you can
also add it to the amount of money you will be borrowing.
Sure
It is not necessary to pay the fee upfront, you can also add it to the
amount you will be borrowing. Do you want to pay the fee
upfront?
No, thanks
Very well, Mr. Watson. According to our Credit & Affordability
Checks, you will be able to pay your mortgage back in 22 years.
However, we advise you a term of 30 years. Do you agree with
this term?
I don’t know what I want. Can you give me some more
information?
I'm sorry, Mr. Watson. I don't understand what you mean. Do you
agree with our advice term of paying back your mortgage in 30
years?
I can’t decide that now, I need more information to make my
decision
Very well, Mr. Watson. Do you want me to connect you with one
of our live human advisors? They can help you further with all
your questions regarding your mortgage.
Yes
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is Paula Potterson and I'm happy to
assist you with all your questions regarding your mortgage. I
understand that you have a question about the repayment period.
How can I help you?
Why should I choose a period of 30 years over a period of 22
years? I just want to repay my mortgage as quickly as possible.
The repayment period of 30 is the period we advise, since it best
fits your personal information and it is the safest option. If you
choose a payback period of 22 years, it could be that your monthly
costs become too much in times you might earn a lower income
than you earn now. I can tell you from my experience that there are
many cases where this unfortunate scenario has happened, so I
always warn our customers before they make a decision. But the
decision is yours.
Okay, that's clear. I want a payback period of 30 years then
Very well, Mr. Watson. That's a wise choice. Now let me continue
the process so I can present you with a tailored mortgage advice.
The next question is about the risk in your monthly payment and if
you want this to be predictable (fixed) or variable. A fixed rate
means paying the same rate monthly over a mutually agreed time
period. A variable rate means that the rate can increase or decrease
per month, but that you have the freedom to repay unlimited
without having to pay penalties. Based on your income and
expected income changes in the future, would you prefer a fixed or
a variable rate?
Fixed rate
Now let's talk about the initial (or introductory) interest rate. Do
you want an introductory interest rate of 2, 3 or 5 years?
What is this? Can you please explain it to me?
For fixed repayment rates, you can set your initial interest rate for
2, 3, or 5 years. People that expect not to stay too long in their
property or that don't want to be fixed to a deal for a long time,
often choose an introductory interest rate of 2 years. People that
desire stability but want to keep the option for evaluation open,
often prefer an introductory interest rate of 3 years. And finally,
people that want long-term predictable payments and lock-in the
interest rate as long as possible, often choose an introductory
interest rate of 5 years.
I want an introductory interest rate of 3 years
Right then, Mr. Watson. According to law and regulations, people
are allowed to make over payments without being charged with a
penalty of up to a percentage that differs per mortgage product.
Are you, for instance because of a flexible income or a job that
comes with bonuses, likely to or to you want to keep the
possibility to make over payments of more than 5% per year?
No
Let me ask you one final question before we can wrap it up. I'm
asking you this question to be sure that your mortgage is
affordable and will stay affordable in the future. Do you expect
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any income changes in the near foreseeable future?
No
Thank you for answering my questions, Mr. Watson. Let me
summarize your preferences. Type of interaction: Mortgage
advice; Fee preference: Fee as addition to borrowed money;
Repayment term: 30 years; Type of rate: Fixed rate; Initial interest
rate: 5 years; Over payments expectation: No; Expected income
change in near future: No.
I will send my mortgage advice for you to your personal e-mail
address. Can I assist you with anything else, Mr. Watson?
No, thanks
Very well, Mr. Watson. Thank you very much for your time. If
you have any questions in the future on your mortgage or other
financial services, please don't hesitate to visit our website, contact
our customer service center, or talk to our virtual mortgage advisor
Mollly. I wish you a great day, Mr. Watson! Kind regards, Paula.

Scenario 7 – Mortgage advisor
-Bot: Mortgage advisor;
-Link: https://mortgageadvice3.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Complex FS, proactive, and no human intervention.
Customer

Chatbot
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is Molly the mortgage advisor. I saw
in your customer portfolio that you are looking to close a mortgage
and I would like to help you with this. Would like to have an
advice on your mortgage?

How do you know that?
Based on your customer profile I make an assessment about our
customers' needs. Would you like to receive an advice on which
mortgage fits your situation the best?
I want to buy a house, yes
So, does that mean that you do want a mortgage advice, Mr.
Watson?
Yes, please
Very well, Mr. Watson. Let's start! Would you be prepared to pay
a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it means paying less
money in interest? You don't have to pay the fee upfront, you can
also add it to the amount of money you will be borrowing.
I'm sorry, I don't understand what the question is
I'm sorry, Mr. Watson. I don't understand what you mean. If you
require explanatory assistance, please do not hesitate to contact our
customer service center or to visit our website. Would you be
prepared to pay a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it meant
paying less money in interest?
Ah, yes sure
It is not necessary to pay the fee upfront, you can also add it to the
amount you will be borrowing. Do you want to pay the fee
upfront?
No, thanks
Very well, Mr. Watson. According to our Credit & Affordability
Checks, you will be able to pay your mortgage back in 22 years.
However, we advise you a term of 30 years. Do you agree with
this term?
No
Be aware that we advise a repayment term of 30 years. People that
want to pay back their mortgage too quickly can get in trouble
when they have to, God forbid, pass through financially difficult
times. Are you sure you want to pay back your mortgage in 22
years?
No, not any more
Excellent choice, Mr. Watson. Based on your personal information
it is the best option to set the repayment term on 30 years. It is in
the Netherlands the most common and, most importantly, the most
secure repayment term in your case. If you do change your mind
about the repayment term, please do not hesitate to contact us.
The next question is about the risk in your monthly payment and if
you want this to be predictable (fixed) or variable. A fixed rate
means paying the same rate monthly over a mutually agreed time
period. A variable rate means that the rate can increase or decrease
per month, but that you have the freedom to repay unlimited
without having to pay penalties. Based on your income and
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expected income changes in the future, would you prefer a fixed or
a variable rate?
Fixed rate
Your preference for a fixed rate is saved, Mr. Watson. If you desire
to change this later, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Now let's talk about the initial (or introductory) interest rate. For
fixed repayment rates, you can set your initial interest rate for 2, 3,
or 5 years. People that expect not to stay too long in their property
or that don't want to be fixed to a deal for a long time, often choose
an introductory interest rate of 2 years. People that desire stability
but want to keep the option for evaluation open, often prefer an
introductory interest rate of 3 years. And finally, people that want
long-term predictable payments and lock-in the interest rate as
long as possible, often choose an introductory interest rate of 5
years. Do you want an introductory interest rate of 2, 3 or 5 years?
I want an introductory interest rate of 2 years
Excellent, Mr. Watson. Your initial interest rate is set at 2 years. If
you desire to change this in the future, please don't hesitate to
contact us.
According to law and regulations, people are allowed to make over
payments without being charged with a penalty of up to a
percentage that differs per mortgage product. Are you, for instance
because of a flexible income or a job that comes with bonuses,
likely to or to you want to keep the possibility to make over
payments of more than 5% per year?
Yes
Your preference for the possibility to make over payments is
saved, Mr. Watson.
You're doing great, Mr. Watson. Let me ask you one final question
before we can wrap it up. I'm asking you this question to be sure
that your mortgage is affordable and will stay affordable in the
future. Do you expect any income changes in the near foreseeable
future?
Yes, I do
Thank you for your answer, Mr. Watson. We will consider this in
our offer to be sure that your mortgage remains affordable.
Awesome, Mr. Watson! Well done! Let me summarize your
preferences for you: Type of interaction: Mortgage advice; Fee
preference: Fee as addition to borrowed money; Repayment term:
30 years; Type of rate: Fixed; Initial interest rate: 2 years; Over
payments expectation: Yes; Expected income change in near
future: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mr. Watson?
No, I want to change something
Alright, Mr. Watson. What would you like to change?
I want to change the initial interest rate
Do you want an introductory interest rate of 2, 3, or 5 years?
3 years, please
Great, your adjustment is saved!
Awesome, Mr. Watson! Well done! Let me summarize your
preferences for you: Type of interaction: Mortgage advice; Fee
preference: Fee as addition to borrowed money; Repayment term:
30 years; Type of rate: Fixed; Initial interest rate: 3 years; Over
payments expectation: Yes; Expected income change in near
future: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mr. Watson?
No, I’m sorry. I want to change something else
Alright, Mr. Watson. What would you like to change?
The fee
Do you want to pay a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it
means paying less money in interest?
No
Great, your adjustment is saved!
Awesome, Mr. Watson! Well done! Let me summarize your
preferences for you: Type of interaction: Mortgage advice; Fee
preference: No fee; Repayment term: 30 years; Type of rate:
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Fixed; Initial interest rate: 3 years; Over payments expectation:
Yes; Expected income change in near future: Yes.
Is everything correct and according to your wishes, Mr. Watson?
Yes, thanks
Thank you, Mr. Watson. It was a pleasure to work together with
you. I have sent our mortgage advice to your e-mail address.
Please take your time to study it. If you have any questions,
remarks or uncertainties, please don't hesitate to contact our
website or customer service center. If you decide to go with the
mortgage we have presented to you, please contact your personal
advisor so we can finalize the process. For now, I wish you a great
day, Mr. Watson!

Scenario 8 – Mortgage advisor
-Bot: Application banking cad;
-Link: https://mortgageadvice3.mybluemix.net/;
-Configuration: Complex FS, proactive, and human intervention.
Customer

Chatbot
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is Molly the mortgage advisor. I saw
in your customer portfolio that you are looking to close a mortgage
and I would like to help you with this. Would like to have an
advice on your mortgage?

How do you know that?
Based on your customer profile I make an assessment about our
customers' needs. Would you like to receive an advice on which
mortgage fits your situation the best?
I want to buy a house, yes
So, does that mean that you do want a mortgage advice, Mr.
Watson?
Yes, I do
Very well, Mr. Watson. Let's start! Would you be prepared to pay
a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it means paying less
money in interest? You don't have to pay the fee upfront, you can
also add it to the amount of money you will be borrowing.
I'm sorry, I don't understand what the question is
I'm sorry, Mr. Watson. I don't understand what you mean. If you
require explanatory assistance, please do not hesitate to contact our
customer service center or to visit our website. Would you be
prepared to pay a fee to secure the best mortgage rate if it meant
paying less money in interest?
Ah, yes sure
It is not necessary to pay the fee upfront, you can also add it to the
amount you will be borrowing. Do you want to pay the fee
upfront?
No, later is fine
Very well, Mr. Watson. According to our Credit & Affordability
Checks, you will be able to pay your mortgage back in 22 years.
However, we advise you a term of 30 years. Do you agree with
this term?
I don’t know what I want
Very well, Mr. Watson. I will now connect you with Paula, one of
our human advisors. She can assist you with all your questions
regarding your mortgage.
Hello, Mr. Watson. My name is Paula Potterson and I'm happy to
assist you with all your questions regarding your mortgage. I
understand that you have a question about the repayment period.
How can I help you?
Hi Paula. Why should I choose a period of 30 years over a period
of 22 years? I just want to repay my mortgage as quickly as
possible.
The repayment period of 30 is the period we advise, since it best
fits your personal information and it is the safest option. If you
choose a payback period of 22 years, it could be that your monthly
costs become too much in times you might earn a lower income
than you earn now. I can tell you from my experience that there are
many cases where this unfortunate scenario has happened, so I
always warn our customers before they make a decision. But the
decision is yours.
Okay, that's clear. I want a payback period of 30 years then
Very well, Mr. Watson. That's a wise choice. Now let me continue
the process so I can present you with a tailored mortgage advice.
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The next question is about the risk in your monthly payment and if
you want this to be predictable (fixed) or variable. A fixed rate
means paying the same rate monthly over a mutually agreed time
period. A variable rate means that the rate can increase or decrease
per month, but that you have the freedom to repay unlimited
without having to pay penalties. Based on your income and
expected income changes in the future, would you prefer a fixed or
a variable rate?
Fixed rate
Now let's talk about the initial (or introductory) interest rate. Do
you want an introductory interest rate of 2, 3 or 5 years?
What is this? Can you please explain it to me?
For fixed repayment rates, you can set your initial interest rate for
2, 3, or 5 years. People that expect not to stay too long in their
property or that don't want to be fixed to a deal for a long time,
often choose an introductory interest rate of 2 years. People that
desire stability but want to keep the option for evaluation open,
often prefer an introductory interest rate of 3 years. And finally,
people that want long-term predictable payments and lock-in the
interest rate as long as possible, often choose an introductory
interest rate of 5 years.
I want an introductory interest rate of 3 years
Right then, Mr. Watson. According to law and regulations, people
are allowed to make over payments without being charged with a
penalty of up to a percentage that differs per mortgage product.
Are you, for instance because of a flexible income or a job that
comes with bonuses, likely to or to you want to keep the
possibility to make over payments of more than 5% per year?
No
Let me ask you one final question before we can wrap it up. I'm
asking you this question to be sure that your mortgage is
affordable and will stay affordable in the future. Do you expect
any income changes in the near foreseeable future?
No, I don’t
Thank you for answering my questions, Mr. Watson. Let me
summarize your preferences. Type of interaction: Mortgage
advice; Fee preference: Fee as addition to borrowed money;
Repayment term: 30 years; Type of rate: Fixed rate; Initial interest
rate: 3 years; Over payments expectation: No; Expected income
change in near future: No.
I will send my mortgage advice for you to your personal e-mail
address. Can I assist you with anything else, Mr. Watson?
No thanks, it’s all clear
Very well, Mr. Watson. Thank you very much for your time. If
you have any questions in the future on your mortgage or other
financial services, please don't hesitate to visit our website, contact
our customer service center, or talk to our virtual mortgage advisor
Mollly. I wish you a great day, Mr. Watson! Kind regards, Paula.
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Appendix 5. Codebook
Construct

Label construct

Customer satisfaction

(ZSat_Mean2)

Availability

(ZAva_Mean)

Efficiency

(ZEff_Mean)

Fulfillment of needs

(ZFul_Mean)

Privacy perception

(ZPri_Mean_New)

Attribution

(ZExAtt_Mean)

Perceived customer control

(ZCon_Mean)

Technology readiness

(ZTR_Mean)

Acceptability

(ZAcc_Mean)

Perception of why

(ZPW_Mean)

Item
CS1
CS2
CS3
AVA1
AVA2
EFF1
EFF2
EFF3
FoN1
FoN2
FoN3
FoN4
FoN5
PRI1
PRI2
PRI3
ATT1
ATT2
ATT3
ATT4
PCC1
PCC2
PCC3
PCC4
PCC5
TR1
TR2
TR3
ACC1
ACC2
PoW1
PoW2

Label item
Satisfaction1
Satisfaction2ABS
Satisfaction3
Availability1
Availability2
Efficiency1
Efficiency2
Efficiency3
Fulfillment1
Fulfillment2
Fulfillment3
Fulfillment4
Fulfillment5
Privacy1
Privacy2
Privacy3NEW
Attribution1*
Attribution2
Attribution3
Attribution4ABS
Control1
Control2
Control3
Control4
Control5
TechReady1
TechReady2
TechReady3ABS
Accept1
Accept2
PercWhy2ABS
PercWhy3

*released
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Appendix 6. Amos output CFAs
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Appendix 7. Explanation CFI indices according to Moss (2016)

cmin

CFI

GFI
IFI

NFI
TLI

Amos calls the Chi-square value cmin. If the cmin value is not significant, the
observed covariance matrix is similar to the predicted covariance matrix. In other
words, the model is acceptable. If cmin is not significant the model is sometimes
regarded as unacceptable. However, if N > 200, cmin can be disregarded.
Compares the fit of the target model with the fit of an independent model with
uncorrelated variables, based on the ratio between the discrepancy of these models.
CFI represents the extent to which the target model is better.
Summarizes the discrepancy between the observations of the independence model
and the target model, describing how well the model fits a set of observations.
Ratio between the difference between cmin of the independence model and the
cmin of the target model against the difference between cmin of the target model
and the degrees-of-freedom for the target model.
Equals the difference between the cmin of the null model and the cmin of the target
model, divided by the cmin of the null model.
Divide the cmin for the target model and the null model by their degrees-offreedom. Then, calculate the difference between these cmin-values. Finally, divide
this value by the relative cmin for the null model minus 1.
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